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Abstract

Eric Pawley

[Phnom Penh, Cambodia]

This paper presents the report of a sociolinguistic survey of the Jarai variety spoken in Ratanakiri 
province, Cambodia. Jarai is one of the major “Montagnard” groups of the Vietnamese southern 
highlands. While Jarai numbers in Cambodia are much smaller, it is still one of the largest highland 
minority groups. This paper investigates the dialects used among the Jarai speakers in Ratanakiri 
province, their abilities in Khmer, and their attitudes towards language development. The data 
indicates that a minority of Jarai can speak some Khmer, but very few can read or write in either 
Khmer or Jarai. Nearly everyone interviewed expressed interest in learning to read and write Jarai. 
While many prefer the Roman script used by Jarai in Vietnam over the creation of a new Khmer-
based script, most said that they would still be interested in learning a new script if it were made. 
There are only minor dialect differences between Jarai in Cambodia, but much greater differences 
with some varieties of Jarai spoken in Vietnam.
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 1 Introduction

 1.1 Geography

on National Route 78 that runs from the town of Stung Treng along the Mekong River in Cambodia 
to the Vietnam border. Ban Lung is 70 km by road from the Vietnam border, lying at the western 
edge of the large highland area that covers much of southern Vietnam, Laos and eastern Cambodia. 
Its elevation is about 350 meters. Much of the province is hill country.

The Jarai people of Cambodia live principally in the districts of Bar Kaev, Andoung Meas, and Ou 
Ya Dav, along the northeast border near Vietnam, and along the road between Ban Lung and the 
Vietnam border. Jarai in Vietnam live primarily in Kon Tum, Gia Lai and Dak Lak provinces.

The elevations in this area, range from 150 meters in the river valleys to 1000 meter peaks in the 
mountainous area where Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam meet.

The Cambodia-Vietnam border is a significant geopolitical feature that divides the Jarai people. The 
border was demarcated by the French during their colonial reign in Indochina, leaving many ethnic 
Vietnamese and Cambodians on the “wrong” side of the border (Leighton, 1978). Many Jarai report 
that their ancestors first came to Cambodia “during the French time.” Of course, before the French 
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time, the frontier between Cambodia and Vietnam was poorly defined, so it's possible that Jarai 
have been living in the present regions in Cambodia for centuries. There is historical evidence, 
however, for a general westward expansion of Chamic peoples into the highlands, and the Jarai in 
Cambodia would thus form the western edge of that expansion.

Until very recently (c.1990) the border was very porous, and people could easily travel back and 
forth. Today, however, people fear harsh treatment by police or soldiers and thus many only rarely 
visit friends and relatives living on the other side of the border.

Most Jarai in Cambodia live in the area between two rivers which flow west through Ratanakiri 
province from Vietnam to the Mekong River. The Srae Pok River generally forms the southern 
boundary of the Jarai language area while the Se San River forms the northern boundary. In 1996, 
the Yali Falls dam was erected on the Se San River in Vietnam. The resulting changes to the river 
have prompted many villages to move their settlements to higher elevations (3SPN 2007).

 1.2 Religion & culture

Jarai traditionally lived in long houses, with 
twenty to sixty structures clustered together 
to form a village. Within the house are 
divisions for matrilineally-linked family 
units. Jarai society is matriarchal in that a 
woman's family initiates marriage proposals, 
and newlywed couples typically live with the 
wife's family. Intermarriage with Khmer or 
other minority groups is not uncommon. 
Intermarriage with Tampuan, an unrelated 
minority group living in adjacent areas, is 
reported to be especially common in 
Andoung Meas district (Hean 2002).

As for livelihoods, the Jarai follow the 
typical agricultural pattern of other peoples 
in the area. They cultivate upland rice and 
gather other foods and materials from the 
forest. Food shortages occur almost every year and may become worse as Jarai adapt to decreased 
availability of land due to in-migration, large-scale plantations, and forced land sales. In the past, 
powerful sorcerers were the tribal leaders, but today they have been replaced with a village 
headmen and councils (Lebar, Hickey, Musgrave, 1964).

Most of the hill tribe people in Ratanakiri province practice animism, making sacrifices to appease 
the spirits in case of illness and to gain favor for good crops. The majority Khmer people practice a 
mixture of Theravada Buddhism and animism. There are Buddhist pagodas in the provincial capital 
of Ban Lung and the district towns of Bar Kaev and Ou Ya Dav but none in the Jarai villages.

There are approximately 2,000 Jarai Christians in Cambodia, and there are churches in about 20 
(Crowley 2006) of the 48 (RPDP 2006) Jarai villages in Ratanakiri province. In Ban Lung, people 
from several ethnic minority groups, Khmer, and a few international residents have formed an 
independent church. There is also a house church near the market connected with the Christian and 
Missionary Alliance, the protestant group with the longest history of evangelical work in the 

Illustration 2: Jarai long house (Long 1995)
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country, having begun work in Cambodia in the early 1920’s.

Those teaching the Scriptures in the village churches meet for intensive Bible training twice a year 
in Ban Lung. A man working under EMU International (a small evangelical mission) and his able 
Khmer associate work together to organize these sessions, which typically last for twelve days.

 1.3 Language

The Jarai language is classified as Malayo-Polynesian (Austronesian). The Ethnologue (Gordon 
2005) further classifies it as Western Malayo-Polynesian, Malayic, Achinese-Chamic, Chamic, 
South, Plateau. While Jarai, Rade (Ede), and Cham were recognized by some as belonging to the 
Malayo-Polynesian family as early as 1860 (M. Fontaine in Mouhot 1864), it was not until 1957 
that Richard Pittman made this fact known among English-speaking linguists (Pittman 1959). Prior 
to this time, many assumed the languages belonged to the Mon-Khmer family like other languages 
in the area.

Isidore Dyen (1971) reported a previous lexicostatistical count showing that the speech varieties of 
Rhadé [Rade], Chru, Cham, and Roglai, are very closely related to Jarai, and perhaps can be 
considered the same language. However, Dyen's conclusion was contested by David Thomas 
(1973), who said that they are separate, yet very closely related languages in the Malayo-Polynesian 
family.

Illustration 3: Map showing extent of Jarai language area and some major dialect names (USG 
1966)
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In Vietnamese, Jarai is normally 
written Gia Rai or Gio Rai. French 
sources use Jarai or Jorai. Other 
names that have been used at times 
include Cho-Rai, Djarai, and Chrai. 

Dien (2002:59) lists five subgroups 
of Jarai in Vietnam: Chor, Hdrung, 
Arap, Mthur, and Tbuan. Gordon 
(2005) lists Chor, and Mthur, as 
alternate names for Jarai, and adds 
Puan, Jhue, Habau (Ho-Bau), To-
Buan, Sesan, Chuty, Pleikly, and 
Golar to the list of dialects given by 
Dien.

Within Cambodia, it has been 
reported that many Jarai are 
somewhat bilingual in Tampuan, 
Lao, or Vietnamese (all unrelated 
languages) depending on where 
they live. Some men can speak 
limited Khmer while most women 
and children can not speak any 
Khmer (Crowley 2006).

 1.4 Literature

The Cambodian government 
recognizes the benefits of mother 
tongue literacy and bilingual 
education. Language development 
work is currently in progress in six 
other minority languages in 
Cambodia.

Before 1975, an orthography, some 
literacy materials, a Christian New 
Testament, and a Christian hymn 
book were produced for Jarai in 
Vietnam. The orthography, which is 
sometimes called “Latin script” was 
based on the orthography used for Vietnamese. Minority languages in Cambodia, however, are 
being written with a Khmer-based script, which has developed from ancient Indian scripts. It is 
likely that the Jarai in Cambodia or the Cambodian government would want any Jarai materials 
distributed in Cambodia to use a script similar to Khmer.

A small number of the printed materials from Vietnam are currently being used in Cambodia, where 
perhaps 60-70% of Jarai Christians have taught themselves to read (Crowley 2006). J.D. Crowley, 

Illustration 4: The Chamic languages of southern Vietnam 
extends from the Cambodian border to the coastal towns of 
Phan Rang and Nha Trang (Hickey 1988)
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who is involved with the semiannual Bible school in Ratanakiri, reports that Jarai in Cambodia have 
difficulty understanding the Jarai Bible translated in Vietnam, primarily because the dialect used in 
Jarai literature from Vietnam is quite different from the Jarai spoken in Cambodia. There are reports 
that the Jarai in Vietnam call Cambodian Jarai “umpuan Jarai” (i.e. Tampuan) and that Cambodian 
Jarai must learn a new dialect in order to read the Jarai literature from Vietnam. (Crowley 2006)

 1.5 History

The Jarai ethnic group has the largest population of any group living in the Vietnamese Central 
Highlands. The Jarai living in Cambodia are an extension of the population in Vietnam. The 
ancestors of this group are reported to have come from the Iadun and Ialy rivers (Dien 2002:59). 
Indeed, the name they use for themselves “Jarai”, means “waterfall.” 

Until about 1850, the Cambodian eastern highland provinces of Ratanakiri and Mondulkiri and the 
adjoining Central Highlands of Vietnam were inhabited almost exclusively by about 50 different 
ethnic minority groups. The French colonialists called these people Montagnards, meaning 
“mountain dwellers”. It wasn’t until the 1950’s that a few ethnic Khmer or ethnic Kinh 
(Vietnamese) began living in these areas. These migrations have steadily increased in both countries 
since the 1980’s (Lewis 2002).

The resulting land issues among the Montagnards in Vietnam combined with many other complex 
economic, social, cultural and religious issues resulted in Montagnards holding demonstrations 
against the government in early 2001. A second large demonstration was held on Easter weekend in 
2004. In the eyes of many members of the government of Vietnam, these demonstrations are 
fomented by the Montagnard Evangelical churches, whose membership has increased 10-fold since 
1975 (Lewis 2002). Much of the Vietnam government response to the demonstrations has targeted 
the churches and their leaders. Thousands of Montagnards have sought refuge across the border in 
Cambodia, so that between 2001 and June 2006, approximately 1,300 Montagnard refugees had 
been resettled abroad, mostly in the U.S (HRW 2006).

These issues combine to make work with ethnic minorities along the Vietnam/Cambodia border 
area very sensitive. While ethnic minorities in Cambodia have few public grievances with the 
government, it is thought that the Cambodian government closely watches what goes on in Vietnam, 
careful to avoid similar difficulties.
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 2 Research purpose and questions
The table below shows the three purposes for this research along with three or four research 
questions for each purpose, and the instruments used to provide data.

Word 
list

Leader 
Ques
tion
naire

Group 
Ques
tion
naire

Individ
ual 
Ques
tion
naire

Chris
tian 
Leader 
Ques
tion
naire

Teacher 
Ques
tion
naire

Purpose 1: Investigate attitudes relevant to language development in Jarai.

Do Jarai speakers speak Khmer 
adequately?

● ●

What are the attitudes of Jarai speakers 
towards Khmer script?

● ● ● ●

Do Jarai speakers desire language 
development in Jarai?

● ● ●

What are the hopes/desires of Jarai 
speakers for the Jarai language?

● ● ●

Purpose 2: Document each variety of Jarai used in Cambodia (including 
the variety of Jarai used in printed materials originating in Vietnam).

What are the groupings of Jarai varieties 
based on lexical similarity?

●

How do Jarai speakers perceive the 
groupings of Jarai varieties? 

●

Are different varieties of Jarai used in 
Cambodia mutually intelligible?

●

Purpose 3: Make recommendations concerning varieties of 
Jarai which are most favorable for language development.

Which variety of Jarai used in Cambodia is 
most linguistically central?

●

Which variety of Jarai used in Cambodia is 
viewed most favorably by Jarai speakers? 

● ●

Which variety of Jarai used in Cambodia 
has the best access to development 
resources (existing schools, churches, 
roads, village development committee, and 
educated mother-tongue speakers)?

● ● ●
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 3 Methodology

 3.1 Site selection

In an attempt to gather data from a broad range of perspectives, questionnaires were used in five 
different villages. We chose one village each from the three districts in which Jarai live as well as 
one village at the southern edge of the Jarai homeland near the Mondulkiri provincial border and 
one near the Vietnam border. The five villages selected were:

• Ket village (កេត) in Nhang commune of Andoung Meas district. This village is one of the 
northernmost Jarai villages in Cambodia, and is the most isolated from Khmer population 
centers. 

• Reu Han (កើហហន់) village i�) village in Ke Chong commune of Bar Kaev district is one of the most 
populous Jarai villages in the district. 

• Saom Kaning (Saom Klueng or កោមគ្លឹង on official lists) in Saom Thum commune of Ou Ya 
Dav district, which is another of the most populous of all the Jarai villages. 

• Phi (ភ)ិ village in Sesant commune of Ou Ya Dav district is the easternmost Jarai village in 
Cambodia, being right next to the Vietnam border, and thus may give insight into Jarai as 
spoken in Vietnam. 

• Ta Kok Pnong (Kok Pnong or េេុព្នង on official lists) in Bar Kham commune of Ou Ya Dav 
district is the southernmost Jarai village in Cambodia, located near the border with Mondulkiri 
province. The village is reported to be half Jarai and half Bunong, which is the majority ethnic 
group of Mondulkiri.

See Appendix 8.3 for a map showing most of the places mentioned in this report.

 3.2 Word list

As part of investigating comprehension between speech varieties among the Jarai people in the 
different villages that we visit, we collected a 152-item word list from each village. We collected 
this word list from a mother tongue speaker of Jarai native to the village, while noting their age, 
gender, education level, occupation, exposure to other languages, and any relevant information that 
might affect the purity of their language. We sit down with 2 to 3 people when we are gathering 
words, yet select one man in his 40’s for the recording. In this way, it is possible to reduce the 
factors (age, gender) that might influence any differences between word lists from differing 
villages.

One word list was taken in each of the five villages listed above in which we gathered 
sociolinguistic questionnaires. We compared these five word lists with five more Jarai word lists:

• Lam village in Pak Nai commune of Ou Ya Dav district in Ratanakiri

• Muoy village in Nhang commune of Andoung Meas district in Ratanakiri

• Plang village in Pate commune of Ou Ya Dav district in Ratanakiri

• Nang Buo village in Nang Khi Loek commune of Kaoh Nheaek district of Mondulkiri 
province, Cambodia. This is a Bunong village, but a Jarai word list was taken from a 53-year 
old man who is married to a Bunong woman. He may be the only Jarai person living in this 
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village and it is unknown where he is originally from.

• Pleiku town, Gia Lai province, of Vietnam. This word list came from a man who grew up in 
Vietnam but moved to the US when he was a young adult, 15 years prior to the recording of the 
word list. Much of the new printed material from Vietnam is being done in the Pleiku dialect.

We also compared five more word lists from related languages, simply to satisfy curiosity and 
because we had easy access to electronic versions of these lists.

• “Chru” language word list. Podrang village in Don Zyong county of Lam Dong province, 
Vietnam (Shikanov 2007).

• “Eastern Cham” language word list. Phan Rang, Vietnam. (Thurgood 2008).

• “Proto-Chamic”. Source unknown, but most likely based on Graham Thurgood's reconstruction 
(Thurgood 1999). 

• “Written Cham”. Source unknown

• “Western Cham”. Source unknown

SIL language surveyors use lexicostatistics (specifically, lexical similarity percentages) to analyze 
word lists as a screen for lack of intelligibility. If two language varieties have low similarity in their 
lexicon, the speakers of those varieties are unlikely to understand each others’ speech.

After all of the data from the various villages was collected, it was entered into WORDSURV, a 
computer program designed to facilitate the comparison of word lists. All of the words are assigned 
a grouping, then the percentage of shared groupings between each pair of villages is calculated. See 
Appendix 8.4 for detailed information on the procedure used. If the percent of apparent cognates is 
less than 70%, it is normally concluded that those two varieties are not mutually intelligible. If the 
percentage is at least 70%, then intelligibility may be possible, but this would need to be confirmed 
with intelligibility testing (Blair 1990).

 3.3 Sociolinguistic questionnaires

Sociolinguistic factors such as how people perceive the relationships between speech varieties are 
essential to this type of survey. Oral questionnaires are used to get at these attitudes. We 
contextualized a standard questionnaire used by SIL’s Mainland Southeast Asia Group for different 
subsets of the population (see Appendix 8.4). 

Questionnaires were administered in Khmer by an expatriate researcher. A Cambodian translator 
then translated the questions and answers into Jarai, except in a few cases when the interviewee 
indicated translation was unnecessary.

There are five different questionnaires: A leader questionnaire, group questionnaire, individual 
questionnaire, Christian leader questionnaire, and a teacher questionnaire.

 3.3.1 Leader questionnaire

In each of the five villages, we filled out a questionnaire with the village chief. Leader question
naires include questions about population, history, and language use. Answers for these questions 
can often be most accurately answered by the village chief. 

In many ethnic minority villages in Cambodia, the village chief position is held by a Khmer who 
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may not be a native of that village. The present research, however found five village chiefs who 
were mother tongue speakers of Jarai and natives of the villages in which research was conducted.

 3.3.2 Group questionnaire

The group questionnaire consists of about 40 questions. One group questionnaire was used in each 
of the five villages. In each village, five people (three men and two women) were chosen to 
participate, though normally many more people gathered around and gave input as well.

 3.3.3 Individual questionnaire

For the individual questionnaire, the researchers used “quota sampling of individuals” to select 12 
subjects, three older men and three older women, three young men and three young women. 
Through this method of selection, the researchers were certain to obtain sufficient data to 
demonstrate the significance of the variables of age and gender on the research questions.

Individual questionnaires were taken 
in three locations chosen to represent 
a range of contact with Khmer 
speakers: Saom Kaning is a large 
village in the middle of the Jarai area, 
Reu Han is a mid-sized village nearer 
the provincial capital of Ban Lung, 
while Phi is a small village near the 
eastern border with Vietnam.

Researchers walked around the 
village and interviewed people until 
they had interviewed enough people 
in each of the age and gender 
categories. The key is to try to get to 
all parts of the village and to sample at a time of day when everybody is home (e.g. not when lots of 
them are out working in the fields). Screening questions were used so we know something about the 
background and reasons for the answers that we receive. These questions include: Where were you 
born? Where were your parents/spouse born? What languages do they speak? Have you lived here 
all of your life? The answers to these questions will allow the surveyor to account for any responses 
that are not representative of the village as a whole (Callister 1977).

 3.3.4 Teacher questionnaire

In three of the five villages (Saom Kaning, Phi, and Reu Han), we interviewed Jarai volunteers who 
taught irregularly at the government-built school buildings. We also interviewed a paid Khmer 
teacher at the district school in Andoung Meas, which was the closest school to Ket village, though 
it was a good distance away and on the opposite side of the Se San River. There was no school in Ta 
Kok Pnong village.

Age

15-40 41+

Total

Gender

Male 3 3 6

Female 3 3 6

Total 6 6 12
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 3.3.5 Christian leader questionnaire

We met with 15 different Jarai pastors and lay-leaders who were attending the semiannual Bible 
school in Ban Lung. This provided the opportunity to talk with some of the only people who are 
literate in Jarai, since, with few exceptions, only Christians can read the Jarai script used in 
Vietnam.

 3.4 Fieldwork time line

Fieldwork was conducted during January and February 2007 and totaled about two weeks.

 3.5 Analysis: Criteria for answering the research questions

Word lists from each village were compared using the computer program WORDSURV. If they are 
highly similar such as more than 90 % and they report that they can understand each other fully, 
then we can say that they are the same language. 

If lexical similarity scores are below 70%, then mutual intelligibility is highly unlikely. For lexical 
similarity between 70% and 90%, Recorded Text Testing (RTT) is often recommended to provide 
more data on mutual intelligibility.

 4 Results

 4.1 Summary of Data

 4.2 Khmer language abilities

From our background research with knowledgeable people in the area, we expected that most Jarai 
would have limited ability to speak and understand Khmer. In order to test this hypothesis, we 
visited the village of Saom Kaning in Ou Ya Dav district along the road from the provincial capital 
to the Vietnamese border. Because of the accessibility of this village, and the fact that it is home to  
a school, is near the O Ya Dav market, and has a high percentage of ethnic Khmer, we expected that 
people in this village would have the highest level of Khmer amongst Jarai.

We asked 12 individuals questions to help them gauge their ability to speak and understand Khmer. 
Of these 12, only one claimed near-native speaking ability in Khmer while two claimed to be 
literate in Khmer. In regards to speaking and understanding, most men claimed to be proficient in 
basic Khmer, especially the younger ones. A few young women claimed some ability in Khmer, but 
none of the older women claimed to have any ability in Khmer.

Even amongst those who claimed some ability to speak and understand Khmer, people nearly 
always waited to hear the Jarai translation of our questions instead of answering the original 
question in Khmer.

Two more villages—Phi and Reu Han—were included with Saom Kaning in gathering data with a 
longer set of questions. With 12 respondents in each place, there was a total of 36 responses evenly 
divided between men/women and older/younger.

Amongst these 36 people, all said that Jarai was their first language and the language they spoke 
best. Half listed Khmer as the language they spoke second best, while 8 listed Tampuan. Of those 
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who listed Tampuan as their second best language, all but one listed Khmer as their third. In total, 
then, two-thirds of people claim to speak some Khmer. Teachers, however, report that children have 
difficulty with Khmer for the first 2 or 3 years of school.

There were 3 respondents who had a parent who was not Jarai, but all reported that that parent still 
spoke Jarai to them while they were growing up.

 4.3 Attitudes towards Khmer script

Because we expected Jarai attitudes towards Khmer and Khmer script to vary in relationship to the 
amount of contact Jarai have with Khmer, we conducted individual questionnaires in three villages 
(Reu Han, Saom Kaning, and Phi) thought to have differing amount of contact with Khmer.

Responses to individual questionnaires

Nearly everyone (34 out of 36) believes it is good to be able to read and write Khmer, and a similar 
number (33 out of 36) would look positively on their own children speaking Khmer at home. Even 
so, only 7 out of the 18 men interviewed can read and write Khmer, while none of the women 
claimed any ability to read and write Khmer.

Jarai seem to make a distinction, however, between the Khmer language and Khmer people. Fewer 
than 20% (7 out of 36) expressed positive attitudes towards the idea of their own child marrying a 
Khmer person.

In answer to the question “If someone were to write a book in Jarai, what script would be the best 
for it?”, 14 people out of 36 said either. The Latin Jarai script alone was preferred by 20 out of 36 
while just 2 respondents said that Khmer script would be best.  

When asked the question “If someone made a new alphabet for Jarai using Khmer script and writes 
books, would you want to learn how to read and write?”, more than two-thirds of people answered 
“yes.” Results were consistent across all four age/gender groups.

Only one-third of men interviewed can read and write Jarai, while only 1 of the 9 younger women 
could, and no older women claimed any ability to read and write Jarai. It appears that literacy rates 
in Khmer and Jarai are nearly identical, though very few people are literate in both languages.

Responses to Christian leader questionnaires

Fifteen Christian leaders were asked “Which do you think is the best script for the Bible?
Vietnamese, Khmer or something else?” All agreed that the Latin script in current use for Jarai is 
best, though one stated that “both are good.” Interestingly, most respondents simply call the Latin 
script “Jarai”.

When asked “If someone were to write a book in Jarai, what do you think is the best script?”, most 
Christian leaders again expressed a preference for the script in current use, though one thought 
Khmer script would be better, and one had no preference. Two more were apparently confused by 
the question (or the translation was bad) as their answers are recorded as “good”.

A third question asked “If someone went to your village and made a Jarai alphabet using Khmer 
script and wrote books, do you think your villagers would want to learn how to read that script? 

Answers to this question were split, with five each answering “yes” or “no”. One person said that it 
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was a hard question to answer because he does not know. One person who answered “yes” said if 
the government tells them to learn it then they would have to learn it, so his answer was a bit 
passive.

Responses to Group questionnaires

When asked “If someone were to write a book in Jarai, what do you think is the best script?”, the 
group in Saom Kaning said that the Latin script is the best. The groups in the four other villages, 
however, said that either Khmer or Latin script are good. 

When asked the question “If someone went to your village and made a Jarai alphabet using Khmer 
script and wrote books, do you think your villagers would want to learn how to read that script?”, 
the groups in all five villages said that they would learn that Khmer script. One group said that if 
there is a teacher who can teach them then they would learn.

Some people noted that learning the Latin Jarai script makes it easier to learn to read English later.

Responses to leader questionnaires

Village leaders reported that throughout the 5 villages, only 7 people could read or write Jarai. The 
present research contradicts this statement with 7 out of 36 individuals interviewed in just 3 of the 
villages reporting to us that they know how to read Jarai. It's probable that village leaders simply 
didn't know whether or not people could read, since there is so little written.

The same two questions asked previously were asked of the village leader in each of the five 
villages. In response to the first question, two village leaders said that both Khmer and Jarai script 
are good, so that everyone has a chance to read the book. One leader said that Khmer is the best, 
while the remaining two leaders said that Jarai (i.e. Latin script) is best, because they are Jarai. 

In response to the second question, four village leaders said that they would learn to read the Khmer 
script. One leader said they only want Jarai script, even though he reported that his village has only 
one person who could read the Jarai script, having previously lived in Vietnam. What he probably 
meant is that he would like to write things in Jarai language, without getting specific about the 
script.

Literates vs Illiterates

If we pull in data from our interviews with village leaders, we get a few more literates, so we can 
look for correlations between literacy in Jarai or Khmer and people's attitudes towards scripts for 
writing Jarai:

Prefer Latin script used in 
Vietnam for writing Jarai

Prefer Khmer script
Prefer to use both scripts to 
write Jarai / no preference

Total

Literate in Khmer 7 1 4 12

Literate in Jarai 5 1 1 7

Not literate in 
Jarai or Khmer

12 1 11 24

Total 24 3 16 43
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In each segment, at least half prefer the Latin script and only one person prefers the Khmer script. 
The remainder said that they would want both scripts. It is most likely that instead of “both”, a 
better translation of people's answer here would be “either”, or “no preference.”

While one might expect people to prefer to continue using the script they already know, whether or 
not people are literate in Jarai or Khmer does not greatly affect their opinion of the scripts.

 4.4 Attitudes towards language development in Jarai

There is a question in the individual questionnaire asking “ do you want to be able to read and write 
in your language?” Twenty out of 35 respondents said they want to learn. 

All 5 village groups said that they would learn to read and write for the question “if someone made 
a Jarai alphabet using Khmer script and wrote books, do you think your villagers would learn to 
read and write?” There was similar agreement amongst village leaders asked the same question.

People were asked what kinds of books or other written materials people are interested in having. 
Common answers included:

• Books about hygiene, ladies' health, family, care for animals, and farming

• Posters about health, hygiene, and agriculture

• One village had formerly had a library with Khmer resources, but it had fallen into disuse.

• Magazines about fashion

• The Bible, Building on Firm Foundations

• Record Jarai culture about family and farming so that it is not forgotten.

• Literacy materials especially for women and youth.
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 4.5 Lexical Similarity

The first nine speech varieties in this chart are from Jarai villages in Cambodia. Notice that they all 
have at least 82% similarity, with an “average similarity” of nearly 90%. Lom village, and to a 
lesser extent, Plang village show somewhat more dissimilarity to the other Jarai villages in 
Cambodia.

The next speech variety in the chart, 'Pleiku', is a word list obtained in the US from a speaker 
originally from  the town in Vietnam which is a center for Jarai and is the hub of current literature-
development efforts. The average similarity between Pleiku and Cambodian Jarai varieties is 81%.

The five speech varieties listed at the bottom of this chart were not a part of this survey. Rather, they 
were word lists for related languages which I had easy access to and were simply added out of 
curiosity. There is some value in noting Jarai has 69% similarity with Western Cham, the only other 
Chamic language spoken in Cambodia.

These results reflect a methodology in which the first syllable of many words was ignored. Of the 
100 or so words on the word list, 56 of the words contained a datum for which dropping the first 
syllable resulted in an additional match. The use of this methodology significantly raised the 
similarity percentages. The use of a more strict Blair-type comparison would result in much lower 
similarity percentages.

 4.6 Speaker's perceptions of dialects

Data from the group sociolinguistic questionnaires were used to answer three research questions:

• How do Jarai speakers perceive the groupings of Jarai varieties? 

• Are different varieties of Jarai used in Cambodia mutually intelligible? 

85%

85% 92% Ket Thom  

86% 90% 92% Phi

86% 87% 89% 93% Saom  Kaning

83% 88% 87% 93% 92% Reu Han 

82% 87% 87% 93% 91% 94%

85% 86% 87% 92% 90% 90% 94%

83% 87% 85% 88% 87% 88% 89% 89%

78% 79% 80% 81% 86% 79% 83% 85% 78% Pleiku

62% 64% 63% 64% 67% 62% 61% 67% 58% 78%

66% 67% 66% 70% 72% 69% 69% 73% 66% 79% 94%

64% 67% 65% 68% 69% 68% 66% 69% 61% 77% 91% 99%

57% 55% 56% 58% 62% 60% 60% 60% 58% 72% 84% 89% 92%

60% 59% 60% 59% 60% 58% 59% 61% 57% 72% 79% 81% 77% 71%

Lom

M uy

Nang Buo

Takok Phnong 

Plang

Proto Cham ic

W estern Cham

W ritten Cham

Eastern Cham

Chru
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• Which variety of Jarai used in Cambodia is viewed most favorably by Jarai speakers?

The data indicates a clear distinction between the language of Jarai in Vietnam, called “Jarai Nga”, 
or “Upper Jarai” and the language of Jarai in Cambodia. All groups interviewed agreed that they 
can communicate easily with any Jarai person in Cambodia, though they recognize some minor 
sound differences between villages.

Groups were asked to identify villages that spoke the same, similar, or different than them. This 
was, apparently, a difficult exercise, as occasionally the same village would show up in two 
different classes. Furthermore, groups never named more than a few villages—typically those 
closest to them. Because of this, we have very little overlap between lists, so we really can't draw 
any kind of dialect map based on this data.

 4.7 Accessibility for language development 

When the fieldwork for this survey was done, no one reported knowing any Jarai who had finished 
high school. Public transportation was still very difficult.

In 2009 the road passing through the Jarai areas from the provincial capital to the Vietnam border 
was completed and there is now a daily shared taxi from Ban Lung to each district. In Ou Ya Dav 
and Bar Kaev districts there is now cable TV and 3G mobile phone and internet service. At the time 
of writing, a power line is being constructed to bring electricity from Vietnam to the provincial 
capital, while also supplying power to villages along the way.

There are now a few Jarai students attending high school in the provincial capital. Most students are 
from Ou Ya Dav and Bar Kaev. A few are from Andoung Meas as well.

 5 Conclusions

 5.1 Do Jarai speakers speak Khmer adequately?

According to the self evaluation for Khmer language skills, most men claimed to be proficient in 
basic spoken Khmer, especially the younger ones. Amongst the women, however, only a few of the 
younger ones knew any Khmer at all. Only rarely were the respondents confident enough to interact 
with the researchers in Khmer.

The research sites were chosen with the expectation that people living there would have greater 
contact (due to access to schools, markets, etc), and thus greater facility in Khmer than most other 
Jarai villages. Most Jarai, then, would have less ability in Khmer than those interviewed in the 
present research.

 5.2 Attitudes towards Khmer script

As detailed above, few Jarai can speak Khmer, and the current research has found that even fewer 
Jarai can read the Khmer script. Nearly everyone, however, would like to be able to speak more 
Khmer and to learn how to read and write Khmer and they want the same for their children.

People do not seem to perceive Khmer language as a threat to Jarai. Khmer culture, on the other 
hand, is seen as a threat, with 80% of respondents saying that they would prohibit their child from 
marrying a Khmer because of negative aspects of Khmer culture.
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The researchers asked questions to try to discern people's opinions about scripts for writing Jarai. 
While self-reported literacy rates in either language are about 20%, most people are very well aware 
that two different scripts are used to write them. The idea that Jarai could be written in a Khmer-
based script, however, seemed to confuse people, so their answers were at times difficult to 
interpret.

If the researchers understood correctly, just over half of those interviewed prefer Jarai-language 
materials to be written in Latin script. Note, however, that most of these people are not literate in 
any language, so this is not an opinion based on ease of learning or the costs of changing. The one 
segment where a clear preference for the Latin script was shown was amongst the Christian leaders 
interviewed. This is to be expected, as the only place written Jarai is regularly seen is in the Bible 
and the hymnbooks from Vietnam.

 5.3 Attitudes towards language development

Only a small number of Jarai can read or write in any language. Some people who can read and 
write the Jarai Latin script from Vietnam report that it is difficult to read because of differences in 
sounds and vocabulary.

No one interviewed had ever considered writing Jarai with Khmer letters, but most people said that 
they would be willing to learn to read it if books were created. Even among those who expressed a 
preference for the Jarai Latin script, people usually still said that they would be willing to learn a 
Khmer-based script.

 5.4 Jarai varieties

While there are readily-apparent dialect differences between Jarai varieties commonly spoken in 
Cambodia, mutual intelligibility is never an issue. Everyone questioned agreed that they can 
understand any Jarai in Cambodia. The word list analysis confirms this. Lexical similarity 
percentages ranged from 82% - 94%, with the “average” between all villages being just under 90%.

All of the comparisons between Jarai villages resulted in scores above 70%. The standard SIL 
procedure in such case is to recommend Recorded Text Testing (RTT) to confirm intelligibility 
between speech varieties.. RTT is probably not necessary for Jarai in Cambodia, however, since no 
one reports any comprehension difficulties. It could be beneficial, however, to use RTT or other 
means to test comprehension between Jarai dialects spoken in Vietnam with those spoken in 
Cambodia.

Interviewees did recognize, however, a distinction between “Cambodian Jarai” and “Vietnam 
Jarai.” Some dialects of Jarai in Vietnam are sufficiently different from Cambodian Jarai that some 
“learning” is necessary in order for people to communicate. The lexical similarity between 
Cambodian Jarai and a word list from one Jarai speaker from Vietnam averaged 81%. This is half-
way between the average amongst Cambodian Jarai varieties and the 69% similarity found with 
Western Cham, a related but unintelligible language spoken in other parts of Cambodia.

While there were neither strong opinions nor a clear consensus on it, several interviewees did 
mention that the Jarai in Saom Thum commune, O Ya Dav district speak “good Jarai.” This 
probably has to do with the fact that Andoung Meas and Bar Kaev districts are more mixed 
ethnically, and Jarai living in those places tend to borrow words from Tampuan, Khmer, Lao, or 
Kachok. Further supporting the choice of Saom Thum commune as a “central dialect”, its average 
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word list similarity percentage was among the highest of survey locations in Cambodia.

 5.5 Language vitality

While some minority languages in Cambodia are dying as their speakers shift to speaking Khmer, 
there is no evidence of this amongst the Jarai. All interviewees say that Jarai is the language they 
speak best. Half say that Khmer is the language they speak second best, while smaller numbers of 
people also speak Tampuan, Lao or Vietnamese. Most people wish they knew more Khmer, and 
they hopeful that their children can become good in Khmer, even liking the idea of their children 
speaking Khmer in the home. From this it can be concluded that people do not feel that the Jarai 
language is under threat.

 6 Recommendations
Regarding language development: Very few Jarai can read or write in either Khmer or the Jarai 
script used in Vietnam. Khmer is an unrelated foreign language for Jarai. While they would have to 
learn Khmer if they hope to advance in Cambodian society, only a minority have learned to speak 
Khmer. Most Jarai never will speak Khmer well.

Today, it is only Jarai in Christian churches or those who have spent time in Vietnam who are able 
to read the Jarai Latin script. Jarai literature from Vietnam, however, is written in a different dialect 
which some Jarai in Cambodia report is difficult to understand. Furthermore, because of sound 
changes between Jarai in Cambodia and Jarai in Vietnam, Jarai in Cambodia find it difficult to write 
their own dialect using the standard orthography from Jarai in Vietnam.

There is, therefore, no current written standard or body of literature which makes a perfect fit for 
Jarai in Cambodia.

Regarding future research: As mentioned above, some Jarai in Cambodia are using Jarai literature 
from Vietnam. More research is needed to demonstrate just how well Jarai in Cambodia can 
understand the materials from Vietnam or how much learning is necessary before they can 
understand.
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 8 Appendixes

 8.1 Jarai census data

 8.1.1 Cambodia (Ratanakiri Province)

These numbers are from (RPDP 2006). The 2008 Cambodian national census has markedly 
different numbers in some places, most notably that there may be large numbers of Jarai living 
throughout Cambodia. This will need to be studied further, as it is likely to be erroneous.

District (ស រ្ុេ)
Jarai Kachok Tampuan Khmer

Ratanakiri Province 20149 1872 30279 28211

Ou Ya Dav (អូើយ៉ាដាវ) 12451 0 55 1102

Andoung Meas (អ
ណូងមា្) 4918 1830 1454 433

Bar Kaev (បើកេវ) 2665 2 11976 1557

Lumphat (លំផាត�) 76 1 5060 361
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 8.1.2 Vietnam

The following table gives population figures for ethnic Jarai living in Vietnam. All data comes from 
Dien (2002:59) and is based on the 1989 Vietnam government census. The totals and provincial 
subtotals listed below were extrapolated from figures given by Dien.

District (huyện)

Gia Lai Province 216,878

Pleiku Town 12,002
Chư Păh, huyện lỵ là Phú Hoà 51,179
Chư Prông 26,096
Chư Sê 40,301
Krông Pa, huyện lỵ là Phú Túc 26,967
Mang Yang 11,772

A Dun Pa 48,561

Kon Tum Province 12,230

Kon Tum Town 5,563
Sa Thầy 6,667

Dak Lak Provvince 8,024

Ea H'leo 6,255

Ea Súp 1,769

Binh Thuan Province 1,000

Ham Thuan Bac 500
Tanh Linh 500

Other places not detailed above 3,757

Total Ethnic Jarai in Vietnam (1989): 241,889

The 1999 census lists 317,557 Jarai in Vietnam (Gordon 2005). It is not known what portion of the 
increase is attributable to population growth, and what portion should be attributed to improved data 
gathering.

 8.1.3 United States

Thousands of Jarai refugees immigrated to the US since 1986. Most have settled in the area of 
Charlotte, Raleigh, and Greensboro, North Carolina. Some others have settled near Dallas, Texas. 
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 8.2 Cambodian Ethno-linguistic Groups

Below is a listing of most of Cambodia's ethnic minorities. Population figures are from the 2008 
Cambodian census unless otherwise noted. There are also reported to be a few different Tai people 
groups in northwestern Cambodia not included in the table here.

Language 
Name

Population Main locations

Khmer 12,901,447 throughout
Vietnamese 600,000 (1996 CAS) throughout
Chinese 300,000 (1996 CAS) throughout
Lao 18,515 Ratanakiri and Stung Treng
Thai 2,458 northwest
Kuy 37,744 (unpublished sources) Preah Vihear, Kratie
Khmer Khe 1,600 (1996 CAS) Stung Treng

Chamic Languages

Cham 290,199 (2006 MoI) throughout

Jarai
26,335 (but see comment in 
8.1.1 above)

Ratanakiri

Rhade 21 dispersed

Bahnaric Languages

Kreung 20,690 Ratanakiri
Brao 9,025 Ratanakiri
Kavet 6,218 Ratanakiri and Stung Treng
Lun 327 Ratanakiri
Kachok 3,365 (unpublished sources) Andoung Meas, Ratanakiri
Lamam 0 Vietnam?
Tampuan 31,013 Ratanakiri
Bunong 37,507 Mondulkiri
Stieng 6,541 Kratie and Mondulkiri
Ro'ang 1,831 Kratie and Mondulkiri
Kraol 4,202 Kratie
Thmoan 865 Kratie
Mil 1,697 Kratie
Khaonh 743 Kratie

Pearic Languages

Chong 0 Trat, Thailand
Pear 1,674 Preah Vihear
Samre Presumed to be extinct Siem Reap
Saoch 445 Kampot
Somray 4,100 Veal Veng, Pursat
Suoy 926 Oral, Kampong Speu
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 8.3 Survey sites

Village 
Code

Village Name Commune District Province

16010303 Muoy Nhang (ញ៉ាង) Andoung Meas (អណូងមា្) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16010308 Ket (កេត) Nhang (ញ៉ាង) Andoung Meas (អណូងមា្) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16030201 Reu Han (កើហហន់) village i�) Ke Chong (េិះចងុ) Bar Kaev (បើកេវ) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16070104 Ta Kok Pnong (Kok 

Pnong or េេុព្នង on 

official lists) 

Bar Kham (បើខំ) Ou Ya Dav (អូើយ៉ាដាវ) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16070304 Lam (ឡ)ំ Pak Nai (ប៉ាេ�ញ៉៉ា) Ou Ya Dav (អូើយ៉ាដាវ) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16070401 Plang (ប្ង�) Pate (ប៉ាកត) Ou Ya Dav (អូើយ៉ាដាវ) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16070502 Phi (ភ)ិ Sesant (ក្ោន់) village i) Ou Ya Dav (អូើយ៉ាដាវ) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

16070601 Saom Kaning (Saom 

Klueng or កោមគ្លឹង 
on official lists) 

Saom Thum 

(កោមធំ)
Ou Ya Dav (អូើយ៉ាដាវ) Ratanakiri (ើតន់) village iគិើី)

11020102 Nang Buo Nang Khi Loek 

(ណងឃលីេិ)
Kaoh Nheaek (កោះក៉េ) Mondulkiri 

(មណ្ឌលគើិី)

Pleiku Gia Lai, Vietnam

Podrang Don Zyong Lam Dong, Vietnam

Phan Rang Vietnam
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 8.4 Lexical similarity counting methodology

Many mainland Southeast Asian languages are sesquisyllabic, meaning they are comprised of a 
syllable and a half. In the lexical comparison procedure we followed, the half-syllable—or pre-
syllable—is ignored when deciding whether two items are similar or not, and only the root is taken 
into account. Mankowski and Mann (2005) give the reason that, “Over time…minor syllables are 
subject to innovation and sometimes collapse onto the main syllable, while the major syllable is 
usually retained and can be reliably reconstructed…Thus, for a lexical comparison attempting to 
approximate cognate percentages between speech varieties, it is often misleading to compare minor 
syllables.”

The following two tables present the criteria and counting method as set forth in Blair (1990) for 
deciding whether or not two words are lexically similar. Table 12 gives the criteria for judging 
whether individual phones are similar. The degree of similarity for each individual phone is then 
assigned a category. Table 13 instructs as to the combination of categories which must occur for two 
full words to be considered lexically similar to each other. Otherwise they must be considered 
dissimilar. 

 

Criteria for Phone Comparisons

Category Criteria 

Category 1
a. “exact matches”
b. “vowels which differ by only one phonological feature and occur in the same place in 
each word”
c. regular sound correspondence. 

Category 2
a. “phonetically similar non-vocalic segments which are not attested in three pairs”
b. vowels differing by two or more features

Category 3
a. “all corresponding segments which are not phonetically similar”
b. “a segment which corresponds to nothing in the second word of the pair”

Ignore
a. inter-consonantal [ə]
b. word initial, word final, or intervocalic [h]
c. regularly occurring deletions
d. presyllables
e. length
f. breathiness 
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Criteria for Lexical Similarity

# of 
Phones

Category One Category Three

2 = At least 2 None

3 At least 2 None

4 At least 2 No more than 1

5 At least 3 No more than 1

6 At least 3 No more than 1

7 At least 4 No more than 1

8 At least 4 No more than 2

Our word list contained 152 items. Mann (2004) presents a list of common words ranked in 
accordance with their likelihood of changing over time. Those words which are given a weight of 3 
are considered the most stable and least likely to change. Therefore, we only compared the 106 
items from our list that had this weight (85 words were compared for Blang and Nang Buo, since 
these word lists were taken while on a different survey which used a smaller list). This also 
guarantees that all resultant percentages are comparable, as all words compared had the exact same 
weighting. For purposes of our survey, the “extra” words collected serve the function of providing a 
broader word base in which to discover regular sound correspondences.

 8.4.1 Regular sound correspondences

ɣ - r

'day' ɣ – Lom, Nang Buo, Phi, Plang, Reu Han, Saom Kaning, 
Takok Phnong

r – Pleiku, Proto Chamic, Western 
Cham, Eastern Cham, Written 
Cham

'grass' ɣ – Saom Kaning (other locations use a different lexeme) r – Pleiku, Chru, Proto Chamic, 
Eastern Cham, Western Cham

'salt' ɣ – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy, Phi, Plang, Reu Han, Saom 
Kaning, Takok Phnong

r – Pleiku, Chru, Eastern Cham, 
Proto Chamic, Western Cham, 
Written Cham

'blood' ɣ – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy, Nang Buo, Phi, Plang, Reu 
Han, Saom Kaning, Takok Phnong

r – Pleiku, Chru, all Cham

'to come' ɣ – Lom, Muoy, Phi, Reu Han, Saom Kaning, Takok 
Phnong

r – Pleiku (other locations used 
different lexeme)

'to flow' ɣ – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy, Phi, Reu Han, Saom Kaning, 
Takok Phnong

r – Pleiku (other locations used 
different lexeme)

'to give' ɣ – Ket Thom, Phi, Plang, Reu Han, Saom Kaning, Takok 
Phnong

r – Pleiku, Proto Chamic, Western 
Cham, Written Cham
Ø – Lom, Nang Buo
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'to wash' ɣ – Ket Thom, Muoy, Nang Buo, Phi, Plang, Reu Han, 
Saom Kaning, Takok Phnong

r – Pleiku, Proto Chamic, Western 
Cham, Written Cham

m – p

m – Reu Han p – everywhere else

n – l

'earth' n – Muoy, Nang Buo, Plang, Reu Han, Takok Phnong l – Phi, Saom Kaning

k – t

'earth' k – Muoy, Nang Buo, Plang, Reu Han, Takok Phnong t – Chru, Eastern Cham, Pleiku, 
Proto Cham, Western Cham, 
Written Cham

'fingernail' k – Lom, Reu Han, Saom Kaning, all Cham t – Pleiku, Ket Thom, Muoy, Nang 
Buo

'bone' k – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy, Nang Buo, Phi, Plang, Reu 
Han, Saom Kaning, Takok Phnong

t – Pleiku, all Cham, Chru

'to vomit' k – Lom, Nang Buo, Plang, Reu Han t – Saom Kaning (other villages 
used a different lexeme)

h – s - Ø

'leaf' Ø – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy s – Chru, Proto Cham
h – everything else

'salt' Ø – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy, Phi, Plang, Saom Kaning, 
Takok Phnong

s – Chru, Proto Cham, all Cham
h – Plang, Reu Han, Nang Buo, 
Pleiku

'hundred' h – Ket Thom, Muoy, Phi, Reu Han, Saom Kaning, Takok 
Phnong

s – Chru, Pleiku
r – Proto, Western, Written Cham

'good' h – Ket Thom, Lom, Muoy, Nang Buo, Phi, Plang, Pleiku, 
Reu Han, Saom Kaning, Takok Phnong

s – Chru, Proto, Written, Western 
Cham

c – s

'sew' c – Ket Thom, Muoy, Phi, Plang, Takok Phnong s – Nang Buo, Pleiku, Reu Han, 
Saom Kaning

'house c – Ket Thom, Muoy, Phi, Takok Phnong s – Lom, Nang Buo, Plang, Pleiku, 
Reu Han, Saom Kaning, Chru, all 
Cham

'smoke' c – Ket Thom, Muoy, Phi, Plang s – Lom, Nang Buo, Saom Kaning, 
Takok Phnong, Pleiku, Reu Han, 
Chru, all Cham
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 8.5 Sociolinguistic questionnaires

 8.5.1 Leader questionnaire

Leader Questionnaire

Preliminary Information ពតម៏ាន់) village iដបំងូ 

Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and number 
consecutively)

 កលខ្ំន់) village iើួ

Survey  ្្ទង�មតិ

Interview Location  េកន់) village i្ង្ភំា្

Interviewer Name  ក ម្ះអ្នេ្ំភា្

Date  ញ្ងៃ កខ ឆ្នំ 

Language of Elicitation  ភាោកដលកលបហ្ ំរាប�្ ួើ ។

Language of Response  ភាោ្រំាប�កប្ហយ ។

Interpreter Name (if needed)  ក ម្ះអ្នេបេកលប

Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy about 
this interview)

 កយបល�

Subject Demographics ពតម៏ាន់) village iើប �្អ្នេកប្ហយ្ំន់) village iួើ

1. What is your name? 1. កតហអ្នេក ម្ះអអី ?

2. Gender 2. កភទ

3. How old are you? 3. អ្នេអាយបុ៉ាុនមន់) village i?

4. Are you married? 4. អ្នេកើៀបោើកហហយ ើឺ កI? 

5. (if married) Do you have any children? 5.  (កបហ្ និ់) village iកើៀបោើកហហយ) កតហអ្នេមាន់) village iេនូ់) village iកទ?

a. (if yes) How many? a) កបហមាន់) village i) ប៉ាុនមន់) village i?

6. What is your job? 6.  កតហអ្នេកធអហោើអអី?

7. Have you studied in school? 7.  កតហអ្នេធ្ប�កើៀន់) village iកIោលាកទ?

8. Where were you born? 8.  កតហអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

9. Where did you grow up? 9. កតហអ្នេធំកឡហងកIទីណ?
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a) Where do you live now? a) កតហឥឡូវអ្នេើ្�កIឯណ?

10. How many years have you lived in [x]? 10. កតហអ្នេើ្�កIទ[ីx] ើយៈកពលប៉ានុមន់) village iកហហយ?

11. What language did you speak first as a child? 11. កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលអ្នេន់) village iិយយដំបូងកគ?

12. Do you speak any other languages? 12.  អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីខ្ះ?

13. Of all the languages you speak the best? 13. អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

a. apart from [x] which do you speak the best? a) កលោយ[X]អអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

b. after that which do you speak the best? b) បន្ទប�មេកទៀត អអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

14. (Subject’s father) 14

a. Where was your father born? a) ឪពុេអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

b. What ethnicity is your father? b) ឪពុេអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតិអអ?ី

c. What language did your speak to you when you 
were a child?

c) កពលអេតចូឪពេុអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយអ្នេ?

15. (Subject’s mother) 15

a. Where was you mother born? a) មា្តាយអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

b. What ethnicity is your mother? b) មា្តាយអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតិអអ?ី

c. What language did she usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

c) កពលអ្នេតចូមា្តាយអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយអ្នេ?

16. (If they are different ethnicities) When you were 
a child, what language did your parents speak to each 
other?

16. (លប្និ់) village iកបហឪពេុមា្តាយជាជន់) village iជាតិកាតិផ្សេង)កពលអ្នេ
កេមងឪពុេមា្តាយកតងកតន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយគ្នា?���្ន?

17. (if married) 17. (លប្និ់) village iជាកើៀបោើកហហយ)

a. Where was your [husband/wife] born? a) លបពន់) village iន(ឬប្តាីអ្នេ)កេហតកIទីណ?

b. What [people group / tribe / clan] is your 
[husband/wife] from?

b) គ្នា?���ត�ជន់) village iជាតអិអី? 

c. What language did your [husband/wife] speak first 
as a child?

c) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលគ្នា?���ត�ន់) village iិយយដំបូងកគ?

Village Name, Population ក ម្ះភមូលិបជាជន់) village i 

18. What is the official name of this village? 18. កតហក ម្ះជាា្ូវោើើប្�ភមូិកន់) village iះក ម្ះអអី?
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a. Name a) ក ម្ះ

b. What “district” is it in? [Ask about all the 
administrative levels.] 

b) កតហកIេ្នុងស្រុេអអី? [្ើួអំពលីគប�េំើិតទាេ�ទង] (ឧទា. 

ភមូិ ឃុ ំស្រុេ កខត្តា)

19. How many houses are in this village? 19.  កតហមាន់) village iា្ទះប៉ាុនមន់) village iេ្នុងភូមិកន់) village iះ?

20. What is the total number of people in this 
village? (adults and children)

20. កតហមាន់) village iមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេប៉ានុមន់) village iនេ�េ្នុងភូមិកន់) village iះ?(មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេចា្�
ន់) village iងិកេមងទាំងអ្�)

21. Are they all Jarai or there are other group here in 
this village? 

21. កតហកIភមូិកន់) village iះមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេទាងំអ្�ជាជន់) village iជាតចិារាយ ឬ
មាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតកិាតិផ្សេងកទៀត?

a) Jarai or other group? a) ជាជន់) village iជាតិ ចារាយ ឬមាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតកិាតិផ្សេងកទៀត?

If there are other people group (លប្និ់) village iមាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតកិាតិផ្សេងកទៀត)

b) What other ethnic group lives here? b) កតហជន់) village iជាតិអអីខ្ះើ្�កIទីកន់) village iះ? 

c) How many [x] and how many houses? c) មាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតិ [X] ប៉ាុនមន់) village iនេ� ន់) village iងិមាន់) village iប៉ានុមន់) village iា្ទះ?

i) how many houses for each group i) ចនំ់) village iួន់) village iា្ទះ្ំរាប�លេរុមន់) village iមីួយៗ។ 

ii) how many people for each people group  ii) ចំន់) village iនួ់) village iមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេ្រំាប�លេរុមន់) village iមីួយៗ ។

Languages and Ethnic Groups ភាោ ន់) village iលឹងលេរុមជន់) village iជាតិ

22.What language does this village speak? 22.  កតហភមូិកន់) village iះកគន់) village iិយយភាោអអី?

23. What language do children in this village speak 
first? 

23. កតហេូន់) village iកេមងកIភូមកិន់) village iះន់) village iិយយភាោអអីមុន់) village iដំបូង?

24. Can all of the people in this village speak Jarai? 24.  កតហមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេទាងំអ្�េ្នុងភូមអិ្នេកចះន់) village iិយយភាោចា
រាយកដើឬកទ?

25. What other languages can Jarai people in this 
village speak? 

25.  កតហជន់) village iជាត ិចារាយ េ្នុងភូមកិន់) village iះកចះន់) village iិយយភាោ
អអីខ្ះ?

26. What kind of people can speak each of those 
languages? 

26. ន់) village iើណកដលអាចន់) village iិយយភាោ[X]កនះបន់) village i?
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27.(If there's more than one ethnic community in the 
village) Have your groups always lived together like 
this?    

27. (លប្និ់) village iកបហមាន់) village iលេរុមកាតិផ្សេងកទៀត) កតហពួេអ្នេកតងកត
ើ្�កIជាមយួគ្នា?���្នកបបកន់) village iះ
ើហូតមេឬអត�កទ? 

a. yes or no a) បទ ឬ កទ 

b.(if no) Which way is it changing… More Jarai 
people or fewer?

(លប្និ់) village iកបហផា្្�ប្តាូើ) 
b) កតហផា្្�ប្តាូើយ៉ាងកម៉ាច? កតហជន់) village iជាត ិចារាយកលចហន់) village i ឬ 
តិច?

Current Residents’ History លបវត្តាោិស្ ្្តា

28. Where did the people who are here now come 
from?

28. កតហជន់) village iជាតិ ចារាយ កដលេំពងើ្�កIទីកន់) village iះមេ
ពីណ?

a. Where a) េកន់) village i្ងណ

b. Before they lived there, where did they come 
from?

b) មនុ់) village iកពលកគកI [X] កគមេពីណ?

c. When did they move here? c) កពលណកដលពេួកគប្តាូើមេកIទីកន់) village iះ?

d.(if they have moved here recently) When they were 
there, what other groups were they around?

(លប្និ់) village iកបហពួេកគកទហបមេទកីន់) village iះ្មីៗ)

d) កពលពេួកគកI [X] កតហលេរុមកាតិផ្សេងណខ្ះកដលកIជិត
កគ?

e. What language varieties did they use there? e) កតហភាោអអីកដលពេួកគកលបហកIទីកនះ?

f. Why did they move? f) កហតុអអបីន់) village iជាពេួកគប្តាូើមេកIទីកន់) village iះ?

g. Do people from here ever go there? Why? g) កតហពួេកគកI [X] មេកលងទីកន់) village iះឬកទ? កហតុអអ?ី

h. Do people from here ever go there? Why? h) កតហមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេកIទកីន់) village iះ កៅកលង [X] ឬកទ? កហតុអអី?

School ោលា

29. Is there a school in this village? 29. កតហមាន់) village iោលាកIភមូិកន់) village iះឬកទ?

a. Yes or no a) បទ ឬ កទ
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b. (if yes) What levels are taught in the school? (លប្និ់) village iកបហកប្ហយបទ) 

b) កតហមាន់) village iចាប�ពីថ្នេ�ទីប៉ាុនមន់) village iេ្នុងោលាកន់) village iះ?

c. (if yes) What is the language of instruction? c) កពលបកលងៀន់) village iកលាេលគរូកលបហភាោអអី ?

d. (if yes) What language groups attend this school? d) ្ិ្ តិផ្សេោលាកន់) village iះមាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតិអអីខ្ះ?

30. Do any children go to any other villages/towns 
for school?

30.  កតហមាន់) village iកេមងខ្ះកៅោលាកIភមូិកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដើ
ឬកទ?

a. Yes or no (boy over girls?) a) បទ ឬ កទ (កតហវ អាស្្រ័យកៅកលហេូន់) village iលបរ្ុ ឬេូន់) village iស្ី
ឬកទ)

b.(if yes) How many children go to study in that 
village? 

(លប្និ់) village iកបហកប្ហយបទ) 

b) កតហមាន់) village iកេមងប៉ានុមន់) village iកដលកៅកើៀន់) village iភូមិកនះ?

c.  Where? c) េកន់) village i្ងណ?

d. What levels do they go for? d) កតហពួេកគកៅកើៀន់) village iទីកនះថ្នេ�ទីប៉ាុនមន់) village i?

e. (if yes) What is the language of instruction in that 
place?

e) កតហលគរូកលបហភាោអអកីពលបកលងៀន់) village iកIទីកនះ?

Resources for development ធន់) village iធន់) village i្ំរាប�ោើអភវិឌ្ិវឌ្ឍន់) village i៏

31. How many people living here have finished high 
school 12th grade?

31. កតហមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេប៉ានុមន់) village iនេ�េ្នុងភូមិកន់) village iះកដលបញ្ចែលបញ្ចប�ថ្នេ�
ទី១២?

32. Does this village have… 32. កតហភូមិកន់) village iះមាន់) village i………..

a. Electricity a) កភ្ហង

b. Water supply b) ទលឹេ

c. A place that sells food c) េកន់) village i្ងលេ�មមូប

d. Phone services d) ក្វទើូ្ព្ទ្រ័

e. Television reception and availability e) បណ្តា៉ទូើទ្តិផ្សេន់) village i/៏វទិ្ុ

f. Public transportation f) ោើកធអហដំកណហើ(តាេ�្ ឬីម៉ាូតឌូ្ុបឬឡាន់) village iលេរុង)

g. In what season do they build their houses? g) កគកធអហា្ទះកIើដូវណ
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h. Planting season? h) ើដូវដាំដុះ

i. Harvesting season i) ើដូវលចរូតោត�

j. Village development committee j) លេរុមអ្នេកធអហោើអភិវឌ្ិវឌ្ឍន់) village i៏ភូមិ

Orthography / Desire for LD អេតិផ្សេើ/ោើចង�បន់) village iេ្នុងោើអភវិឌ្ិវឌ្ឍន់) village i៏ភាោ

33. How many people can read and write the Roman 
Script? 

33. កតហមាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iអ្នេអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើ
កវៀតណមកនះ?

a. What kind of people read it? (Old, young, men, 
women, Christians, non-Christians) 

a) ន់) village iើណអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើកនះបន់) village i?

(មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេចា្�ឬមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេកេមងឬលបរ្ុ ស្ឬីអ្នេកជឬអ្នកជឿឬអ្នេអត�
កជឬអ្នកជឿ)?

b. What books have been written (in Jarai) using the 
Vietnamese script?

b) មាន់) village iក្ៀវកៅអអខី្ះ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើកវៀតណម?

c. What other kinds of books do you want to read in 
Jarai?

c) កតហក្ៀវកៅលបកភទអអីកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដលអ្នេចង�អាន់) village iជា
ភាោចារាយ?

d. Are there any problems with the script? d) កតហមាន់) village iបញមឬកទកIេ្នុងអេតិផ្សេើកនះ?

i. Why? i) (លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)កហតុអអី?

34. Who in this village can read Khmer language? 34.  ន់) village iើណអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iិង្ើក្ើជាភាោកខមើបន់) village i?

35. Has anything ever been written in Jarai using 
Khmer script? 

35. មាន់) village iក្ៀវកៅអអខី្ះ្ើក្ើភាោចារាយតាម
អេតិផ្សេើកខមើ?

36. If someone were to write a book in Jarai, what 
script would be the best for it?

36.  លប្និ់) village iមា្នេ�្ ើក្ើក្ៀវកៅជាភាោចារាយអ្នេ
គតិថអេតិផ្សេើអអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

37. If someone made Jarai alphabet using Khmer 
script and write books, do you think your villagers 
would want to learn how to read and write? 

37.  លប្និ់) village iកបហមា្នេ�មេភមូិកន់) village iះកហហយបកង្ហតអេតិផ្សេើចារាយ
តាមអេតិផ្សេើកខមើវ ិ៉  កហហយកធអហក្ៀវកៅ, កតហអ្នេ គិតថ
អ្នេភូមអិ្នេចង�កើៀន់) village iអេតិផ្សេើកនះឬកទ?

a. Why or why not? a) កហតុអអ?ី

Intermarriage ោើកើៀបោើ
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38. Is it common for Jarai people from this village to 
marry [non-Jarai] speaking people?

38.  កតហជន់) village iជាតចិារាយភាគកលចហន់) village iេ្នុងភូមិកន់) village iះកើៀបោើ
ជាមយួជន់) village iជាតកិាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដើឬកទ?

b. (if yes) What [non-Jarai] speaking people do they 
marry?

a) (លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)ជន់) village iជាតិអអីខ្ះកគកើៀបោើ?

Interviewer Observations

[Ideally, answer these questions in your notebook 
right away. If you cannot do that, try to do so as soon 
as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work.]

48. Were there any distractions or interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of the interview or seemed 
to influence some of the responses?

49. Did the subject seem to understand the language 
of elicitation?

50. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident 
about expressing his/her opinions?

51. Did the interpreter change any of the questions? 
Note what was actually asked.

52. Other observations about the interview?

53. Were there any questions that seemed to work 
really well? Which questions? Why?

54. Were there any questions that seemed to not work 
well? Which questions? Why?

 8.5.2 Group questionnaire

Group Questionnaire

Preliminary Information ពតម៏ាន់) village iដបំូង

Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and number 
consecutively)

 កលខ្ំន់) village iើួ

Survey  ្្ទង�មតិ

Interview Location  េកន់) village i្ង្ភំា្

Interviewer Name  ក ម្ះអ្នេ្ំភា្

Date  ញ្ងៃ កខឆ្នំ 
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Language of Elicitation  ភាោកដលកលបហ្ ំរាប�្ ួើ ។

Language of Response  ភាោ្រំាប�កប្ហយ ។

Interpreter Name (if needed)  ក ម្ះអ្នេបេកលប

Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy about 
this interview)

 កយបល�

Subject Demographics ពតម៏ាន់) village iើប �្អ្នេកប្ហយ្ំន់) village iួើ

1. What is your name? 1) កតហអ្នេក ម្ះអអី ?

2. Gender 2) កភទ

3. How old are you? 3) អ្នេអាយបុ៉ាុនមន់) village i? 

4. Are you married? 4) អ្នេកើៀបោើកហហយ ើឺ កI? 

5. (if married) Do you have any children? 5) (កបហ្និ់) village iកើៀបោើកហហយ) កតហអ្នេមាន់) village iេូន់) village iកទ?

a. (if yes) How many? a)(កបហមាន់) village i) ប៉ាុនមន់) village i?

6. What is your job? 6) កតហអ្នេកធអហោើអអ?ី

7. Were you be able to go to school? 
a. Level

7) កតហអ្នេធ្ប�កើៀន់) village iកIោលាកទ?

8. Where were you born? 8) កតហអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

9. Where did you grow up? 9) កតហអ្នេធំកឡហងកIទីណ?

a)កតហឥឡូវអ្នេើ្�កIឯណ?

10. How long have you lived there/here? 10) កតហអ្នេើ្�កIទ[ីx] ើយៈកពលប៉ានុមន់) village iកហហយ?

11. What language did you speak first as a child? 11) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលអ្នេន់) village iិយយដំបូងកគ?

12. Do you speak any other languages? 12) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីខ្ះ?

13. Of all the languages you speak, which language 
do you speak the best? 

22) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

a. . Which do you speak second best? a)កលោយ[X]អអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

b. Which do you speak third best? b)បន្ទប�មេកទៀត អអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

14. (Subject’s father) 14) 

a. Where was your father born? a) ឪពុេអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?
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b. What ethnicity is your father? b)ឪពេុអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតិអអ?ី

c. What language did he usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

c)កពលអ្នេតូចឪពុេអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអជីាមួយអ្នេ?

15. (Subject’s mother) 15) 

a. Where was you mother born? a) មា្តាយអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

b. What ethnicity is your mother? b) មា្តាយអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតិអអ?ី

c. What language did she usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

c) កពលអ្នេតចូមា្តាយអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយអ្នេ?

16. (If they are different ethnicities) When you were 
a child, what language did your parents speak to each 
other?

16) (លប្និ់) village iកបហឪពេុមា្តាយជាជន់) village iជាតិកាតិផ្សេង)កពលអ្នេ
កេមងឪពុេមា្តាយកតងកតន់) village iិយយភាោអអជីាមយួគ្នា?���្ន?

16-1. (if married) 16-1) (លប្និ់) village iជាកើៀបោើកហហយ)

a. Where was your [husband/wife] born? a) លបពន់) village iនឬប្តាីអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

b. What [people group / tribe / clan] is your 
[husband/wife] from?

b) គ្នា?���ត�ជន់) village iជាតអិអី? 

c. What language did your [husband/wife] speak first 
as a child?

c) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលអ្នេន់) village iិយយដំបូងកគ?

i)ោើទំនេ�ទំន់) village iង

Contact

17. Do people from this village travel to other Jarai 
villages?

17) កតហ ជន់) village iជាត ិចារាយកIេ្នុងភមូិកន់) village iះមាន់) village iកធអហដំកន់) village iហើកៅ
ភមូិ ជន់) village iជាតចិារាយ កាតិផ្សេងកទៀតឬកទ?

a. What types of people go? (men, women, young, 
old, etc)

a) ន់) village iើណកដលកៅទីកនះ?(លបរ្ុ ស្ឬីកេមងឬចា្�)

b. Do very many go, or just a few? b) កៅ កលចហន់) village iនេ� ឬេ៏បន់) village i្តាចិបន់) village i្តាួច?

c. Why do they go? (market, religious festival, 
sports, wedding, funeral, etc)

c) កហតុអអពីួេកគកៅទកីនះ?(ា្សាើ,បណុ្ទាន់) village i,ោើលបេតួ
េីឡា,ោើកើៀបោើបុណ្ជាកដហម) 

d. How often do they go? d)ពួេកគកៅទកីនះប៉ានុមន់) village iដង?

e. When they speak Jarai, do they have any trouble 
understanding each other?

e) កពលកគន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយកតហពេួកគពបីេយល�គ្នា?���្ន
កៅវ ិ៉ កៅមេឬកទ?
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f. Do they have to change the way they speak Jarai to 
communicate?

f)កតហពេួកគគួើកតប្តាូើើកបៀបកដលកគន់) village iិយយភាោ ចារាយ
កដហមមីន់) village iិយយ
 គ្នា?���្នើឺកទ?

18. Do people from other Jarai villages ever come 
here?

18) កតហមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេេ្នុងភូមចិារាយ កាតិផ្សេងកទៀត មេទីកន់) village iះឬកទ?

a. From what villages? a) មេពីភមូិណ?

b. What types of people come? (men, women, young, 
old, etc)

b) កតហអ្នេណមេទីកន់) village iះ?( ឧទា.លបរ្ុ ស្ីកេមងចា្�
ជាកដហម)

c. Do very many come, or just a few? c) មេកលចហន់) village iនេ� ឬេ៏បន់) village i្តាចិបន់) village i្តាួច?

d. Why do they come? (market, religious festival, 
sports, wedding, funeral, etc)

d) កហតុអអពីួេកគមេទីកន់) village iះ?

e. How often do they come? e) ពេួកគមេទីកន់) village iះប៉ាុនមន់) village iដង?

f. Are they able to speak to people here in Jarai or do 
they have to use another language?

f)កតហពេួកគន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយជាមយួគ្នា?���្នឬេ៏ពេួកគ
លតរូវកតន់) village iិយយភាោមយួកាតិផ្សេងកទៀត? 

(លប្និ់) village iកបហកគន់) village iិយយចារាយ 

g. If they speak Jarai together, do they have any 
trouble understanding each other?

g) កតហពួេកគពិបេយល�គ្នា?���្នកៅវ ិ៉ កៅមេឬកទ?

19. When Jarai people travel outside of the Jarai-
speaking area, where do they usually go? 

19) កពលជន់) village iជាតចិារាយកច៉ពេីកន់) village i្ងន់) village iិយយភាោចា
រាយកតហពួេកគកតងកតកៅេកន់) village i្ងណខ្ះ? 

a. What types of people go? (men, women, young, 
old, etc)

a) កតហអ្នេណកៅទីកនះ?(ឧទា.លបរ្ុ ស្ីកេមងចា្�
ជាកដហម)

b. Do very many go, or just a few? b) កៅ កលចហន់) village iនេ� ឬេ៏បន់) village i្តាចិបន់) village i្តាួច?

c. Why do they go? (market, religious festival, 
sports, wedding, funeral, etc)

c) កហតុអអពីួេកគកៅទកីនះ?

d. How often do they go? d) ពេួកគកៅទីកនះប៉ាុនមន់) village iដង?

e. What people live there? e) ជន់) village iជាតអិអីកដលើ្�កIទីកនះ?

f. What language do they speak? f)ពួេកគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ?

g. What language do the Jarai use with people in 
those villages?

g) កពលកៅទីកនះជន់) village iជាតិចារាយន់) village iិយយភាោអអី
ជាមយួពួេកគ?
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30. Do people from other non-Jarai villages ever 
come here?

20) កតហមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេមនិ់) village iកមន់) village iជន់) village iជាត ិចារាយ មេទីកន់) village iះកដើ
ឬកទ?

a. From what villages/people groups? a) កគមេពីភូមិណន់) village iងិជន់) village iជាតិអអីខ្ះ?

b. What types of people come? (men, women, young, 
old, etc)

b) កតហអ្នេណមេទីកន់) village iះ?(ឧទា.លបរ្ុ ស្កីេមងចា្�
ជាកដហម)

c. Do very many come, or just a few? c) មេកលចហន់) village iនេ� ឬេ៏បន់) village i្តាចិបន់) village i្តាួច?

d. Why do they come? (market, religious festival, 
sports, wedding, funeral, etc)

d) កហតុអអ ីពេួកគមេទីកន់) village iះ?

e. How often do they come? e) កតហពួេកគមេទីកន់) village iះ ប៉ាុនមន់) village iដងេ្នុងមួយកខ/១ឆ្ន?ំ

f. Are they able to speak to people here in Jarai or do 
they have to use another language?

f)កតហពេួកគន់) village iិយយភាោ អអី? 

g. If they speak Jarai together, do they have any 
trouble understanding each other?

g) កតហពួេកគពិបេយល�គ្នា?���្នកៅវ ិ៉ កៅមេឬកទ?

Dialect Perceptions ោើយល�កឃហ៉ ពលីោមភាោ

21. Does everyone in your village speak [X] about 
the same? 

21) មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេទាងំអ្�េ្នុងភូមអិ្នេន់) village iិយយចរាយដចូគ្នា?���្នើឺ
កទ?

a)  កហតុអអី? why?

b) ភមូិណ? Where? 

22. About how many villages speak [X]? 
[Not looking for an exact number… just a guess to 
give you an idea of what to expect for the rest of the 
dialect perception questions.] 

22) កតហមាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iភូមកិដលន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយ ? 

 Please compare the villages that speak [X] and split 
them into three groups: villages that speak [X] the 
same as here, a little different from here, and very 
different from here.

្មូកលបៀបកធៀបភាោចារាយេ្នុងកខត្តាើតន់) village iគីើកីដាយកចេ
ជាបលីេរុម:ភមូិកដលន់) village iិយយដូចភមូិអ្នេ,ភូមនិ់) village iិយយខុ្
គ្នា?���្នតិចៗ,ភមូិន់) village iិយយខុ្គ្នា?���្នកមន់) village iកទន់) village i

23. What are the names of other villages that speak 
[X] the same as here?

23) កតហមាន់) village iភូមិអអីខ្ះកដលន់) village iិយយភាោ ចារាយដចូភូមិ
អ្នេ ? 

 24. What are the names of other villages that speak 
[X] a little different from here, but you can 
understand each other?

24) កតហមាន់) village iភូមិអអីខ្ះកដលន់) village iិយយភាោ ចារាយខុ្ គ្នា?���្ន
តចិៗពភីូមិអ្នេ ?
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25. What are the names of other villages that speak 
[X] very differently from here, so different that you 
have trouble understanding each other?

25) កតហមាន់) village iភូមិអអីខ្ះកដលន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយខុ្គ្នា?���្ន
កមន់) village iកទន់) village iកធអហឲ្អ្នេពិបេយល� ?

26. The villages that speak a little different… 26) ្រំាប�ភូមិកដលន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយខុ្ គ្នា?���្នពភីូមិអ្ន
េតិចៗ

a. For the most part do you understand everything or 
some things, or nothing at all?

a) អ្នេអាចយល�ភាោកនះទាងំអ្�ឬខ្ះឬអត�កោះ?

b. (if not everything) How are they different? b) (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�ទាងំអ្�)ខុ្ គ្នា?���្នយ៉ាងកម៉ាច?

(if they don’t answer)
□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you 
have to give the “for example” below.
For example…How are the sounds different?
How are the words different?
How is the rate of speech different?

(លប្និ់) village iកបហកគអត�អាចកប្ហយបន់) village i)្កំលងឬពាេ្ឬ
ន់) village iិយយកលឬអ្នកជឿន់) village iកពេឬយតឺកពេ)

c. What do you call that language? c)ភាោកនះអ្នេកនកហៅថកម៉ាច?

d. What do you call those people? d) មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេកនះអ្នេកនកហៅថកម៉ាច?

e. Do you often talk with people from these villages? e) កតហអ្នេន់) village iិយយជាមយួមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេមេពភីូមិកនះ៉លឹេញប�
ើកឺទ?

f. When you speak with people from one of those 
villages what language do you use with each other?

f)កពលអ្នេន់) village iិយយជាមយួអ្នេកដលមេពីភូមិកនះ

If they answer Jarai but do not specify the variety: លប្និ់) village iកបហមា្នេ�ៗ កលបហភាោផា្ទល�ខ្ួន់) village i កតហអ្នេទាំងពីើអាច
យល�គ្នា?���្នបន់) village iឬកទ?

លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�

(i) Do you each just speak your own style of Jarai or 
do either of you have to change the way you speak?

(i) ទាងំពីើនេ�ប្តាូើើកបៀបន់) village iិយយ ើឺកតមួយនេ�ប្តាូើើកបៀប
ន់) village iិយយ? 

(ii) (if they have to change) Who changes? (ii) (កបហ្និ់) village iជាលតរូវប្តាូើ?) កតហអ្នេណជាអ្នេប្តាូើ?

(iii) (if they have to change) What style of Jarai do 
they change to?

(iii) (កបហ្និ់) village iជាលតរូវប្តាូើ?) កតហកគប្តាូើកបៀបណ?

If they answer something other than Jarai:  លប្និ់) village iកបហមិន់) village iកមន់) village iចារា៉ាយ :

(iv) Why don’t you speak to them in Jarai? (iv) កហតុអអីបន់) village iជាអ្នេមនិ់) village iន់) village iិយយភាោចារា៉ាយជាមួយ
កគ?

27. The villages that speak very different… 27) ្រំាប�ភូមិន់) village iិយយខុ្គ្នា?���្នកមន់) village iកទន់) village i
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a. For the most part do you understand everything or 
some things, or nothing at all?

a) អ្នេអាចយល�ភាោកនះទាងំអ្�ឬខ្ះឬអត�កោះ?

b. (if not everything) How are they different? b) (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�ទាងំអ្�)ខុ្ គ្នា?���្នយ៉ាងកម៉ាច?

(if they don’t answer)
□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you 
have to give the “for example” below.
For example…How are the sounds different?
How are the words different?
How is the rate of speech different?

(លប្និ់) village iកបហកគអត�អាចកប្ហយបន់) village i)្កំលងឬពាេ្ឬ
ន់) village iិយយកលឬអ្នកជឿន់) village iកពេឬយតឺកពេ

c. What do you call that language? c)ភាោកនះអ្នេកនកហៅថកម៉ាច?

d. What do you call those people? d) មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេកនះអ្នេកនកហៅថកម៉ាច?

e. Do you often talk with people from these villages? e) កតហអ្នេន់) village iិយយជាមយួមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេមេពភីូមិកនះ៉លឹេញប�
កដើើឺកទ?

f. When you speak with people from one of those 
villages what language do you use with each other?

f) កពលអ្នេន់) village iិយយជាមយួអ្នេកដលមេពភីូមិកនះ
លប្និ់) village iកបហមា្នេ�ៗ កលបហភាោផា្ទល�ខ្ួន់) village i កតហអ្នេទាំងពីើអាច
យល�គ្នា?���្នបន់) village iឬកទ?

 

If they answer Jarai but do not specify the variety: លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�

(i) Do you each just speak your own style of Jarai or 
do either of you have to change the way you speak?

(i)ទាងំពើីនេ�ប្តាូើើកបៀបន់) village iិយយ ើកឺតមយួនេ�ប្តាូើើកបៀប
ន់) village iិយយ? 

(ii) (if they have to change) Who changes? (ii) (កបហ្និ់) village iជាលតរូវប្តាូើ?) កតហអ្នេណជាអ្នេប្តាូើ?

(iii) (if they have to change) What style of Jarai do 
they change to?

(iii) (កបហ្និ់) village iជាលតរូវប្តាូើ?) កតហកគប្តាូើកបៀបណ?

If they answer something other than Jarai:  លប្និ់) village iកបហមិន់) village iកមន់) village iចារា៉ាយ :

(iv) Why don’t you speak to them in Jarai? (iv) កហតុអអីបន់) village iជាអ្នេមនិ់) village iន់) village iិយយភាោចារា៉ាយជាមួយ
កគ?

Central Dialect Central Dialect

28. Out of all the Jarai villages/towns, where is Jarai 
spoken the best?

28) េ្នុងភូមនិ់) village iិយយភាោចារាយទាងំអ្�កតហភូមិណ
ន់) village iិយយចារាយលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?(លប្និ់) village iកបហភមូិើប្�កគ)ចុះ
បន្ទប�ពីភូមិអ្នេភមូិណន់) village iិយយលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?
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a. What makes it the best? (If they say that is theirs, 
“Besides your own, what is the second best?”)

a) កហតុអអអី្នេគតិថពេួកគន់) village iិយយបន់) village iលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

i. Out of all the Jarai villages, which one is the most 
important? 

i) េ្នុងភូមនិ់) village iិយយភាោចារាយទាំងអ្�ភមូិណជាភូមិ
្ខំន់) village i�ជាងកគ?

Orthography / Desire for LD អេតិផ្សេើ/ោើចង�បន់) village iេ្នុងោើអភវិឌ្ិវឌ្ឍន់) village i៏ភាោ

29. How many people can read and write the Latin? 29) កតហមាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iអ្នេអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើ
កវៀតណមកនះបន់) village i?

a. What kind of people read it? (Old, young, men, 
women, Christians, non-Christians) 

a) ន់) village iើណអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើកនះបន់) village i?

(មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេចា្�ឬមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេកេមងឬលបរ្ុ ស្ឬីអ្នេកជឬអ្នកជឿឬអ្នេអត�
កជឬអ្នកជឿ)?

b. What has been written using the script? b) មាន់) village iក្ៀវកៅអអខី្ះ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើកវៀតណម?

c. What other kinds of things would be good to have 
written in your language?

c) កតហក្ៀវកៅលបកភទអអីកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដលអ្នេចង�អាន់) village iជា
ភាោចារាយ?

d. Is there a problem in the script? d) កតហមាន់) village iបញមឬកទកIេ្នុងអេតិផ្សេើើកវៀតណមកនះ?

e.(If yes) Why? e) (លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)កហតុអអី?

30. Who in this village can read Khmer script? 30) កIភូមិអ្នេន់) village iើណអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើជាភាោ
កខមើ?

31. Has anything ever been written in Jarai using 
Khmer script? 

31) មាន់) village iក្ៀវកៅអអីខ្ះ្ើក្ើភាោចារាយជាអេតិផ្សេើ
កខមើ?

32. If someone were to write a book in Jarai, what 
script would be the best for it? 

32) លប្និ់) village iមា្នេ�្ ើក្ើក្ៀវកៅជាភាោចារាយអ្នេ
គតិថអេតិផ្សេើអអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

33. If someone made Jarai alphabet using Khmer 
script and write books, do you think your villagers 
would want to learn how to read and write? 
a. Why or why not?

33) លប្និ់) village iកបហមា្នេ�មេភូមិអ្នេកហហយបកង្ហតអេតិផ្សេើចារាយ
តាមអេតិផ្សេើកខមើវ ិ៉  កហហយកធអហក្ៀវកៅ, កតហអ្នេ គតិថ
អ្នេភូមអិ្នេចង�កើៀន់) village iអេតិផ្សេើកនះឬកទ?

Interviewer Observations

[Ideally, answer these questions in your notebook 
right away. If you cannot do that, try to do so as soon 
as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work.]
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34. Were there any distractions or interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of the interview or seemed 
to influence some of the responses?

35. Did the subject seem to understand the language 
of elicitation?

36. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident 
about expressing his/her opinions?

37. Did the interpreter change any of the questions? 
Note what was actually asked.

38. Other observations about the interview?

39. Were there any questions that seemed to work 
really well? Which questions? Why?

40. Were there any questions that seemed to not work 
well? Which questions? Why?

 8.5.3 Individual questionnaire

Individual Questionnaire

Preliminary Information ពតម៏ាន់) village iដបំងូ 

1. Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and number 
consecutively)

1) កលខ្នំ់) village iួើ

2. Survey 2) ្្ទង�មតិ

3. Interview Location 3) េកន់) village i្ង្ភំា្

4. Interviewer Name 4) ក ម្ះអ្នេ្ភំា្

5. Date 5) ញ្ងៃ         កខ        ឆ្នំ 

6. Language of Elicitation 6) ភាោកដលកលបហ្ ំរាប�្ ួើ ។

7. Language of Response 7) ភាោ្រំាប�កប្ហយ ។

8. Interpreter Name (if needed) 8) ក ម្ះអ្នេបេកលប

9. Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy about 
this interview)

9) កយបល�
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Subject Demographics ពតម៏ាន់) village iើប �្អ្នេកប្ហយ្ំន់) village iើួ

10. What is your name? 10) កតហអ្នេក ម្ះអអី ?

11. Gender 11) កភទ

12. How old are you? 12) អ្នេអាយបុ៉ាុនមន់) village i? 

13. Are you married? 13) អ្នេកើៀបោើកហហយ ើឺ កI? 

14. (if married) Do you have any children? 14) (កបហ្ និ់) village iកើៀបោើកហហយ) កតហអ្នេមាន់) village iេនូ់) village iកទ?

a. (if yes) How many? a) កបហមាន់) village i) ប៉ាុនមន់) village i?

15. What is your job? 15) កតហអ្នេកធអហោើអអ?ី

16. Were you be able to go to school? 16) កតហអ្នេធ្ប�កើៀន់) village iកIោលាកទ?

a.  Level

17. Where were you born? 17) កតហអ្នេកេហតកIឯណ?

18. Where did you grow up? 18) កតហអ្នេធំកឡហងកIឯណ?

a) កតហឥឡូវអ្នេើ្�កIឯណ?

19. How long have you lived there/here? 19) កតហអ្នេើ្�កIទ[ីx] ើយៈកពលប៉ានុមន់) village iកហហយ?

20. What language did you speak first as a child? 20) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលអ្នេន់) village iិយយដំបូងកគ?

21. Do you speak any other languages? 21) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីខ្ះ?

22. Of all the languages you speak, which 
language…

22) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

a. …do you speak best? a) កលោយ[X]អអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

b. …do you speak second best? b) បន្ទប�មេកទៀត អអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

c.  …do you speak third best?

23. (Subject’s father) 23) 

a.  Where was your father born? a) ឪពុេអ្នេកេហតកIឯណ?

b. What ethnicity is your father? b) ឪពុេអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតិអអ?ី

c. What language did he usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

c) កពលអ្នេតចូឪពេុអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយអ្នេ?

24. (Subject’s mother) 24) 
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a. Where was you mother born? a) មា្តាយអ្នេកេហតកIឯណ?

b. What ethnicity is your mother? b) មា្តាយអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតិអអ?ី

c. What language did she usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

c) កពលអ្នេតចូមា្តាយអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយអ្នេ?

25. (If they are different ethnicities) When you were 
a child, what language did your parents speak to each 
other?

25) (លប្និ់) village iកបហឪពុេមា្តាយជាជន់) village iជាតិកាតិផ្សេង)កពលអ្នេ
កេមងឪពុេមា្តាយអ្នេកតងកតន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមយួគ្នា?���្ន?

26. (if married) 26) (លប្និ់) village iជាកើៀបោើកហហយ)

a.  Where was your [husband/wife] born? a) លបពន់) village iន(ឬប្តាីអ្នេ)កេហតកIឯណ?

b. What [people group / tribe / clan] is your 
[husband/wife] from?

b) គ្នា?���ត�ជន់) village iជាតអិអី? 

c. What language did your [husband/wife] speak first 
as a child?

c) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលគ្នា?���ត�ន់) village iិយយដំបូងកគ?

Khmer កខមើ

27. Do you know how to read and write Khmer? 27) អ្នេអាចអាន់) village i ន់) village iិង ្ើក្ើ ភាោកខមើ បន់) village iឬកទ?

28. Do you think it is good to be able to read and 
write [Khmer ]?

28) អ្នេគតិថកនះលាអ្វីល្អឬកទកដលអ្នេកចះអាន់) village iន់) village iិង្ើក្ើ
ភាោកខមើ?

a.  (if yes) What advantage? a) (លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)លាអ្វីល្អ្រំាប�អអ?ី

(if no) Why not? b) (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�)កហតុអអ?ី

29. How do you feel if your children speak [Khmer] 
at home?

29) អ្នេគតិយ៉ាងកម៉ាចកបហេនូ់) village iើប្�អ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើ
កIា្ទះ?

30. If your child married a [Khmer] person, how 
would you feel?

30) លប្និ់) village iកបហេនូ់) village iើប្�អ្នេកើៀបោើជាមយួជន់) village iជាតកិខមើ
អ្នេមាន់) village iអាើមមណ៏យ៉ាងកម៉ាច?

a. Why? a) កហតុអ?ី

Now you are in a market in Banlung: ្មូគតិថឥលូវអ្នេកIា្សាើបន់) village iលុង

31. Can you buy something in [Khmer]? 31) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើកដហមមីទិ៉ ឥវ៉ាន់) village i�បន់) village iឬកទ?
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8. Can you tell about your family in [Khmer]?
□ “Explanation given.” Note in your notebook if you 
have to give the explanation below.
[If they ask, “What do you mean?” say “Can you 
explain things like the number of siblings you have 
and in what order they were born, etc., using 
[Khmer]?”]
32. Can you tell about your family in Khmer? 

្មូគតិថឥលូវកន់) village iះអ្នេេពំុងន់) village iិយយអំពីលគរួោើើប្�អ្ន
េជាមយូជន់) village iជាតិកខមើ
32) អ្នេអាចលបប�អំពីលគរួោើអ្នេជាភាោកខមើបន់) village iកទ?

(ឧទា.មាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iនេ�ន់) village iិងន់) village iើណកេហតមុន់) village iកគជាកដហម)

33. If you overhear two [Khmer] people speaking 
[Khmer] in the market…

33) លប្និ់) village iអ្នេលជឺន់) village iជាតិកខមើន់) village iិយយជាមយួគ្នា?���្នកI
ា្សាើ……..

a. Can you describe in Jarai what you heard? a) អ្នេអាចលបប�អអីកដលអ្នេលឺជាភាោចារាយវ ិ៉
បន់) village iកទ?

b. Can you describe in [Khmer] what you heard? b) អ្នេអាចលបប�អអីកដលអ្នេលឺជាភាោកខមើវ ិ៉ បន់) village iកទ?

34. Could you use [Khmer] explain to a [Khmer] 
speaker who does not speak [X] how to do your job?

34) លប្និ់) village iកបហអ្នេកIជាមយួជន់) village iជាតិកខមើកដលអត�កចះចា
រាយកោះ, កតហអ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើកដហមមីលបប�
ើកបៀបកធអហោើងាើើប្�អ្នេបន់) village iកទ?

35. Can you speak [Khmer] as fast as a [Khmer] 
person and still be understood?

35) កតហអ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើឲ្កលឬអ្នកជឿន់) village iដចូជន់) village iជាតិ
កខមើ កហហយកគអាចយល�អ្នេបន់) village i?

36. Can you speak [Khmer] as well as a [Khmer] 
person?

36) កតហអ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើបន់) village iលាអ្វីល្អដចូជន់) village iជាតិកខមើ
ឬកទ?

Literacy អេ្ខើេមម

37. Do you know how to read and write Jaria? 37) កតហអ្នេអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើចារាយបន់) village iឬកទ?

a. (If yes) How did you learn? a) (លប្និ់) village iជាបទ)អ្នេកើៀន់) village iមេពីណ?

38. (If no) Do you want to be able to read and write 
your language?

38) (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�)កតហអ្នេចង�អាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើភាោចា
រាយឬកទ?

a. Yes or no

b. Why or why not? a) កហតុអអ?ី

39. What other kinds of books do you want to read in your 
language? 

39) ក្ៀវកៅលបកភទអអកីាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដលអ្នេចង�អាន់) village iជា
ភាោចារាយ?
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40. If someone write a book in Jarai, what script 
would be the best for it? 

40) លប្និ់) village iមា្នេ�្ ើក្ើក្ៀវកៅជាភាោចារាយអ្នេ
គតិថអេតិផ្សេើអអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

41. If someone made Jarai alphabet using Khmer 
script and write books, would you want to learn how 
to read and write? 

41) លប្និ់) village iកបហមា្នេ�មេភូមិកន់) village iះកហហយបកង្ហតអេតិផ្សេើចារាយ
តាមអេតិផ្សេើកខមើវ ិ៉ កហហយកធអហក្ៀវកៅកតហអ្នេ គតិថអ្នេចង�
កើៀន់) village iអេតិផ្សេើកនះឬកទ?

a. Why? Why not? a) កហតុអអ?ី

Interviewer Observations

[Ideally, answer these questions in your notebook 
right away. If you cannot do that, try to do so as soon 
as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work.]

 

Were there any distractions or interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of the interview or seemed 
to influence some of the responses?

Did the subject seem to understand the language of 
elicitation?

Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident about 
expressing his/her opinions?

Did the interpreter change any of the questions? Note 
what was actually asked.

Other observations about the interview?

Were there any questions that seemed to work really 
well? Which questions? Why?

Were there any questions that seemed to not work 
well? Which questions? Why?

 8.5.4 Teacher questionnaire

Teacher Interview 

Date: Date:

Researchers: Researcher:

Interviewer: Interviewer:

Answer recorder: Answer recorder:

Biodata of teacher(s): Biodata of Teacher
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Name ក ម្ះ

Age អាយុ

Gender កភទ

Teach which grade បកលងៀន់) village iថ្នេ�ទីប៉ាុនមន់) village i

Taught how long ើយះកពលបកលងៀន់) village i

Ethnicity ជន់) village iជាតិអអី

Languages spoken កចះភាោអអីខ្ះ
1. Where are the teachers in this school come from? 1) កតហកលាេលគរូកIេ្នុងោលាកន់) village iះមេពីណ?

a) Where do they stay when they teach? a) កតហពេួកគកIទីណកពលកគបកលងៀន់) village iទីកន់) village iះ?

b Do khmer teachers can speak Jarai? b) កតហលគរូបកលងៀន់) village iជន់) village iជាតកិខមើកចះន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយ
ឬកទ?

2. What villages are the students from? 2) េូន់) village i្ិ្តិផ្សេកIោលាកន់) village iះមេពីភូមិណ?

 a. What ethnicities are there? 
 b. for students who are from each ethnic group?
What percentage of students are from each group? 

Jarai 
Kachok

               Khmer
Krung
Brao
Tampuan

a) មាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតអិអីខ្ះ?

b) ្ំរាប� ្ិ្ តិផ្សេមេពជីន់) village iជាតនិ់) village iីមួយៗ
មាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iភាគើយ?

ចារាយ, ោចុេ, កខមើ, លគលឹង, លបវ, តំពនូ់) village i

3. If you compare the kids from each ethnic group, 
when they first start school, what differences are 
there?

3) លប្និ់) village iកបហអ្នេកលបៀបកធៀបជន់) village iជាតនិ់) village iីមួយៗ,កពល
ពួេកគចលូោលាដំបូង,កតហខុ្ គ្នា?���្នអអីខ្ះ?

4. On test scores, how do the different groups 
compare?

4) កពលកមហលពិន់) village i្ទុលបលងកតហលេរុមជន់) village iជាតមិួយណលាអ្វីល្អ
ជាងកគ?កលោយមេកទៀត? កលោយមេកទៀត?

5. Is Jarai culture taught in this school? 5) កតហកគបកលងៀន់) village iវបមធម៌ចារាយកIោលាកន់) village iះឬកទ?

6. Is Jarai language (or any tribal language) taught or 
used in this school?

6) កតហកគមាន់) village iកមា៉ាងកើៀន់) village iជាភាោចារាយឬកទ? 

7. When they teach they explain things in Jarai?

 
7) កពលកគបកលងៀន់) village i, កតហកគពន់) village i្ល� ជាភាោចារាយកដើ
ឬកទ?
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a)  Do the children ever try to write Jarai? a) កតហ្ិ្ តិផ្សេមាន់) village iខតិខំ្ ើក្ើភាោចារាយឬកទ?

8. When the youngest Jarai kids are playing, what 
languages do they speak with other group child?

8) កពលកដលកេមងចារាយតចូជាងកគកលងជាមយួ
ជន់) village iជាតិកាតិផ្សេង,កតហកគន់) village iិយយភាោអអជីាមួយគ្នា?���្ន?

9. Do the ethnic groups split up to play or do they 
play together?

9) កតហកគកលងកៅតាមលេរុមជន់) village iជាតនិ់) village iីមយួៗឬេ៏កលង
ជាមយួគ្នា?���្ន?

10. Do the teachers mind if the kids speak Jarai, or 
do they want the kids to speak Khmer?

10) កតហកលាេលគរូមនិ់) village i្ូវចលូចិត្តាកទឬ លប្និ់) village iកបហកេមងៗ
ន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយកIោលា?

11. When the older children play, what languages do 
they speak?

11) កពលកដលកេមងចារាយធំៗ កលងជាមួយគ្នា?���្ន,កគ
ន់) village iិយយភាោអអ?ី

12. When the Jarai children start school, can they 
speak any Khmer or any other languages?

12) កពលកេមងជន់) village iជាតចិារាយចាប�កា្តាហមចូលកើៀន់) village i,កគអាច
ន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើឬភាោកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតឬកទ?

13. At about what grade are the Jarai children good at 
speaking Khmer ?

13) កតហលបកហលជាថ្នេ�ទបី៉ាុនមន់) village iកដលកេមងចារាយអាច
ន់) village iិយយភាោកខមើបន់) village iលាអ្វីល្អ?

14. At about what grade are the Jarai children good at 
writing Khmer?

14) កតហលបកហលជាថ្នេ�ទបី៉ាុនមន់) village iកដលកេមងចារាយអាច
្ើក្ើភាោកខមើបន់) village iលាអ្វីល្អ?

15. In 20 years, do you think there will be children in 
this village who can still speak Jarai?

15) អ្នេគិតថ២០ឆ្នកំលោយកេមងៗកIភមូិកន់) village iះកIកត
កចះន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយឬកទ?

a. What are some important Jarai traditions and 
customs that you want to teach about and want to 
preserve?

a) កតហទកំន់) village iៀមទំលាប�ន់) village iងិលបញពណី្ខំន់) village i�អអីខ្ះើប្�ចា
រាយកដលអ្នេចង�បកលងៀន់) village iន់) village iងិក្ើេ្សាទុេ?

16. What do high school student usually do after they 
graduate? What percentages?

16) កIកពលបញ្ចែលបញ្ចប�ថ្នេ�ទី១២ពួេកគកតងកតកធអហអអី?ន់) village iិង
ប៉ាុនមន់) village iភាគើយ?

a. Is there any difference between male and female 
students?

a) កតហមាន់) village iោើខុ្ គ្នា?���្នឬកទើវង្ិ្តិផ្សេលបរ្ុ ន់) village iងិ្ិ្តិផ្សេ
ស្ី?

b. Where do they study? b) កតហពេួកគកៅកើៀន់) village iកIទីណ?

17. Are there any temple schools in this area? 17) កតហមាន់) village iោលាេ្នុងវត្តាកដឬកទេ្នុងតំបន់) village i�កន់) village iះ?

18. Do any children go to any other villages/towns 
for school? 

18) កតហមាន់) village iកេមងខ្ះកៅោលាកIភមូិកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដើ
ឬកទ?
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a. (if yes) About what proportion of children go 
elsewhere for school?

a) (លប្និ់) village iកបហកប្ហយបទ)កតហមាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iភាគើយ?

b. (if yes) Where? b) េកន់) village i្ងណ?

c. (if yes) What levels do they go for? c) កតហកេមងៗកៅកើៀន់) village iថ្នេ�ទីប៉ាុនមន់) village i?

d. (if yes) What is the language of instruction in that 
place?

d) កតហលគរូកលបហភាោអអីកពលបកលងៀន់) village iកIទីកនះ?

e. (if yes) What ethnic groups attend that school? e) កតហលេរុមជន់) village iជាតអិអីខ្ះ កដលចលូេ្នុងោលាកន់) village iះ?

f. (if yes) What language(s) do the schoolchildren 
use there with the other children?

f) កតហ្ិ្ តិផ្សេោលាន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមួយគ្នា?���្ន?

19. Do you think it would be valuable for the Jarai 
children to learn to read and write this script in 
school? 

19) អ្នេគិតថកនះលាអ្វីល្អឬកទលប្និ់) village iកបហកេមងចារាយកើៀន់) village i
អាន់) village iន់) village iិង្ើក្ភាោចារាយកIេ្នុងោលា?

a. Why/ Why not a) កហតុអអី?

b. (if yes) What kind of materials will be helpful? b) (លប្និ់) village iបទ)កតហ្ភំាើះ្េិ្សាអអីខ្ះកដលអាចជួយអ្នេ
េ្នុងោើបកលងៀន់) village iភាោចារាយ?

c. Do you think it would be helpful to write down the 
Jarai language using the Khmer script? 

c) ខ្ុំលជឺន់) village iជាតចិារាយមាន់) village iអេតិផ្សេើចារាយដូចអេតិផ្សេើ
កវៀតណម,កតហអ្នេគិតថលាអ្វីល្អឬកទលប្និ់) village iកបហកគ្ើក្ើ
ភាោចារាយតាមអេតិផ្សេើកខមើ?

d.  Other comments from the teachers:  d) កលាេលគរូមាន់) village iអអីកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតលបប�ខ្ុំកទ?

 8.5.5 Christian leader questionnaire

Christian Leader Questionnaire

Preliminary Information ពតម៏ាន់) village iដបំងូ  Preliminary Information

1. Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and number 
consecutively)

1) កលខ្នំ់) village iួើ

2. Survey 2) ្្ទង�មតិ

3. Interview Location 3) េកន់) village i្ង្ភំា្

4. Interviewer Name 4) ក ម្ះអ្នេ្ភំា្
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5. Date 5) ញ្ងៃ         កខ        ឆ្នំ 

6. Language of Elicitation 6) ភាោកដលកលបហ្ ំរាប�្ ួើ ។

7. Language of Response 7) ភាោ្រំាប�កប្ហយ ។

8. Interpreter Name (if needed) 8) ក ម្ះអ្នេបេកលប

9. Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy about 
this interview)

9) កយបល�

Subject Demographics ពតម៏ាន់) village iើប �្អ្នេកប្ហយ្ំន់) village iើួ Subject Demographics

10. What is your name? 10) កតហអ្នេក ម្ះអអី ?

11. Gender 11) កភទ

12. How old are you? 12) អ្នេអាយបុ៉ាុនមន់) village i? 

13. Are you married? 13) អ្នេកើៀបោើកហហយ ើឺ កI? 

14. (if married) Do you have any children? 14) (កបហ្ និ់) village iកើៀបោើកហហយ) កតហអ្នេមាន់) village iេនូ់) village iកទ?

a. (if yes) How many? a) (កបហមាន់) village i) ប៉ានុមន់) village i?

15. What is your job? 15) កតហអ្នេកធអហោើអអី?

16.  Have you learn from  school? 16) កតហអ្នេធ្ប�កើៀន់) village iកIោលាកទ?

a. Level

17. Where were you born? 17) កតហអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

18. Where did you grow up? 18) កតហអ្នេធំកឡហងកIទីណ?

a. Where do you live now? a) កតហឥឡូវអ្នេើ្�កIឯណ?

19. How long have you lived there/here? 19) កតហអ្នេើ្�កIទី[x] ើយៈកពលប៉ាុនមន់) village iកហហយ?

20. What language did you speak first as a child? 20) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលអ្នេន់) village iិយយដបំូងកគ?

21. Do you speak any other languages? 21) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអីខ្ះ?

22.Of all the languages you speak, which language 
do you speak best?

22) អ្នេអាចន់) village iិយយភាោអអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

a.  after [X] do you speak second best? a) កលោយ[X]អអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

b. after that do you speak third best? b) បន្ទប�មេកទៀត អអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?
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23. Where was your father born? 23) ឪពុេអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

a. What ethnicity is your father? a) ឪពុេអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតអិអី?

b. What language did he usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

b) កពលអ្នេតចូឪពេុអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមយួអ្នេ?

24.  Where was you mother born? 24) មា្តាយអ្នេកេហតកIទីណ?

a. What ethnicity is your mother? a) មា្តាយអ្នេជាជន់) village iជាតអិអី?

b. What language did she usually speak to you when 
you were a child?

b) កពលអ្នេតចូមា្តាយអ្នេន់) village iិយយភាោអអីជាមយួអ្នេ?

25. (If they are different ethnicities) When you were 
a child, what language did your parents speak to each 
other?

25) (លប្និ់) village iកបហឪពុេមា្តាយជាជន់) village iជាតិកាតិផ្សេង)កពលអ្នេ
កេមងឪពុេមា្តាយកតងកតន់) village iិយយភាោអអជីាមយួគ្នា?���្ន?

26. (if married) 
Where was your [husband/wife] born?

26) (លប្និ់) village iជាកើៀបោើកហហយ)

លបពន់) village iន(ឬប្តាអី្នេ)កេហតកIទីណ?

a. What [people group / tribe / clan] is your 
[husband/wife] from?

a) គ្នា?���ត�ជន់) village iជាតអិអី?

b. What language did your [husband/wife] speak first 
as a child?

b) កពលកIកេមងភាោអអីកដលគ្នា?���ត�ន់) village iិយយដំបងូកគ?

Religious use ្ំរាប�លគរូគងាអល Religious Use 

27. How many people in your village? 27) កតហភូមិអ្នេមាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iនេ�?

a. How many Christians? a) ន់) village iងិអ្នេកជឬអ្នកជឿលពះកយ្សបូ៉ាុនមន់) village iនេ�?

28. Do you have a church in your village? 28) កតហេ្នុងភូមិអ្នេមាន់) village iលពះវហិាើឬកទ?

a. (if not) Where do you meet? a) (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�)ពួេកគថអយបងបកំIទីណ?

29 Do people from other Jarai villages go there, too? 29) ជន់) village iជាតចិារាយេ្នុងភូមកិាតិផ្សេងកៅលពះវហិាើកនះឬកទ?

a. (if yes) What villages? a) (លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)កគមេពីភមូិណខ្ះ?

30. Do any non-Jarai people go there? 30) កតហមាន់) village iជន់) village iជាតកិាតិផ្សេងកៅលពះវហិាើកនះកដើឬកទ?

a. (if yes) What ethnicities? a) ( លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)ជន់) village iជាតណិខ្ះ?

31. At that church, what language is used most 
often?

31) កIលពះវហិាើកនះកគភាគកលចហន់) village iន់) village iិយយភាោអអី?

a. … teaching a) កគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ ីកIកពលបកលងៀន់) village i?
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b. … fellowship b) កគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ ីកIកពលន់) village iិយយគ្នា?���្ន?

c. … singing c) កគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ ីកIកពលកលចៀង?

d. … giving announcements d) កគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ ីកIកពលលបប�ពត្រ័មាន់) village i

e. … corporate prayer e) កគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ ីកIកពលមយួនេ�ឈើអធិដាិដ្ឋាន់) village i

f. … private prayer f) កគន់) village iិយយភាោអអ ីកIកពលអធដិាិដ្ឋាន់) village iមា្នេ�ឯងអត�មាន់) village i
ន់) village iើណលឺ?

32. What is the language of the Bible used in this 
church?

32) េ្នុងលពះវហិាើអ្នេកលបហលពះគម្ីើជាភាោអអ?ី

33. Do the people in your church understand the 
language of the Bible?

33) អ្នេកIេ្នុងលពះវហិាើកនះអាចយល�ភាោកIេ្នុង
លពះគម្ីើកន់) village iះឬកទ?

a. (if no) why, why not? a) (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�)កហតុអអី?

34. Can new believers easily understand the 
language of the Bible? 

34) អ្នេកទហបកតកជឬអ្នកជឿលពះកយ្សអូាចយល�ភាោេ្នុង
លពះគម្ីើឬកទ? 

a. (if no) Why, Why not? a. (លប្និ់) village iកបហអត�)កហតុអអី? 

b. (if hard)  Is this because of the content or the 
language?

b. (លប្និ់) village iកបហពិបេយល�)កតហវមេពីគនំ់) village iិតកIេ្នុង
លពះគម្ីើឬមេពភីាោកដលកគ្ើក្ើកIេ្នុងលពះគម្ីើ?

35. Do you think it would be good to have the Bible 
in the language of your village? 

35) អ្នេគតិថវលាអ្វីល្អឬកទកបហមាន់) village iលពះគម្ីើ្ើក្ើជាភាោ
ើប្�ភមូិអ្នេ?

36. What script would be the best for the Bible? 
Latin (Vietnam), Khmer or something else?

36) កតហអ្នេគិតថអេតិផ្សេើអអីលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ្ំរាប�លពះគម្ីើ?អេតិផ្សេើ
កវៀតណមឬអេតិផ្សេើកខមើឬអអីខ្ះ

Orthography / Desire for LD អេតិផ្សេើ/ោើចង�បន់) village iេ្នុងោើអភវិឌ្ិវឌ្ឍន់) village i៏ភាោ 
Orthography/Desire for LD

37. How many people can read and write the Latin? 37) កតហមាន់) village iប៉ាុនមន់) village iអ្នេអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើ
កវៀតណមកនះ?

a. What kind of people read it? (Old, young, men, 
women, Christians, non-Christians) 

a) ន់) village iើណអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើកនះបន់) village i?

(មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេចា្�ឬមន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេកេមងឬលបរ្ុ ស្ឬីអ្នេកជឬអ្នកជឿឬអ្នេអត�
កជឬអ្នកជឿ)?
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 b. Are there any problems with the script? b) កតហមាន់) village iបញមឬកទកIេ្នុងអេតិផ្សេើកវៀតណមកនះ?

c. if yes) why? c) (លប្និ់) village iកបហបទ)កហតុអអី?

d. What has been written using the script? d) មាន់) village iក្ៀវកៅអអខី្ះ្ើក្ើអេតិផ្សេើកវៀតណម?

e. What other kinds of things would be good to have 
written in your language?

e) កតហក្ៀវកៅលបកភទអអីកាតិផ្សេងកទៀតកដលអ្នេចង�អាន់) village iជា
ភាោចារាយ?

38. Who in this village can read Khmer script? 38) កIភមូអិ្នេន់) village iើណអាចអាន់) village iន់) village iងិ្ើក្ើជាភាោ
កខមើ?

39. Has anything ever been written in Jarai using 
Khmer script? 

39) មាន់) village iក្ៀវកៅអអខី្ះ្ើក្ើភាោចារាយជា
អេតិផ្សេើកខមើ?

40. If someone were to write a book in Jarai, what 
script would be the best for it? 

40)លប្និ់) village iមា្នេ�្ ើក្ើក្ៀវកៅជាភាោចារាយអ្នេ
គតិថអេតិផ្សេើអអលីាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

41. If someone made Jarai alphabet using Khmer 
script and write books, do you think your villagers 
would want to learn how to read and write? 

41) លប្និ់) village iកបហមា្នេ�មេភូមិអ្នេកហហយបកង្ហតអេតិផ្សេើចារាយ
តាមអេតិផ្សេើកខមើវ ិ៉  កហហយកធអហក្ៀវកៅ, កតហអ្នេ គិតថ
អ្នេភូមអិ្នេចង�កើៀន់) village iអេតិផ្សេើកនះឬកទ?

For the site selection For Site selection 

42. Does everyone in your village speak [X] about 
the same?

42) មន់) village iុ្តិផ្សេទាងំអ្�េ្នុងភូមអិ្នេន់) village iិយយចរាយដចូគ្នា?���្នើឺ
កទ?

a. why? a)  កហតុអអី? 

b. Where have they come form? b) ភមិណ? 

43. What are the names of other villages that speak 
[X] the same as here?

43) កតហមាន់) village iភូមិអអីខ្ះកដលន់) village iិយយភាោ ចារាយដចូភូមិ
អ្នេ ? 

44. What are the names of other villages that speak 
[X] very differently from here, so different that you 
have trouble understanding each other?

44) កតហមាន់) village iភូមិអអីខ្ះកដលន់) village iិយយភាោចារាយខុ្គ្នា?���្ន
កមន់) village iកទន់) village iកធអហឲ្អ្នេពិបេយល� ?

45. Out of all the Jarai villages/towns, where is Jarai 
spoken the best?

45) េ្នុងភូមនិ់) village iិយយភាោចារាយទាងំអ្�កតហភូមិណ
ន់) village iិយយចារាយលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?
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54

Christian Leader Questionnaire

a.  (If they say that is theirs) Besides your own, what 
is the second best?

a)  (លប្និ់) village iកបហភមូិើប្�កគ)ចុះបន្ទប�ពីភមូិអ្នេភូមិណ
ន់) village iិយយលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

b. Why do you think they are the best?  b) កហតុអអីអ្នេគិតថពេួកគន់) village iិយយបន់) village iលាអ្វីល្អជាងកគ?

c. Out of all the Jarai villages, which one is the most 
important? 

c) េ្នុងភូមនិ់) village iិយយភាោចារាយទាំងអ្�ភមូិណជាភូមិ
្ខំន់) village i�ជាងកគ?

46.  If I want to learn Jarai and write a book for all 
the Jarai to be able to read and understand, what do 
you think I should learn Jarai from? 

46 លប្និ់) village iកបហខ្ុំចង�កើៀន់) village iភាោចារាយកហហយ្ើក្ើ
ក្ៀវកៅជាភាោចារាយកដហមមឲី្ជន់) village iជាតចិារាយ
ទាងំអ្�អាចអាន់) village iន់) village iិងយល�បន់) village iកតហអ្នេគិតថខ្ុគំួើកតៀន់) village i
ភាោចារាយមេពីភូមិណ?

 Why?  កហតុអអី?
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Gender-
Age M-50 M-40 M-27 M-35 F-30 M-75 M-50 M&F-50 M-53 M-37

1 sky meːk gɨnam gɨnam ʔadaːe ədaaː̤ e ɔja daːe əidaaː̤ e ʔəijdaa̤e ʔəi daaː̤ e ədɑj ʔadaːi/rɨŋit

2 sun preah ʔatɨt jaŋ rəːi jaŋ ɣəːi jaŋ ɣəːi ɟəŋ ɣəe jaŋ gəj ɨɣəe ɨɣəi taːeh jɑŋ ɣəe jɑŋhɾəi
3 moon preəh can jaʔblaːn jaʔblaːn jaŋ blaːn blaːdnn blaaː̤ dnn blaːdnn blaaː̤ dnn taːeh blaaː̤ dnn blɑːn jɑŋblɑːn

4 star pkaːj pᵊtoʔ pʰᶤtoʔ pᶤtoõʔ pʰᶤtoʔ pᵊtoʔ pᶤtoõʔ pᶤtoʔ pʰtoʔ pʰᶤtoʔ pətoʔ

5

cloud 
(white 
cloud; not 
a 
raincloud)

pɔpɔːk roʔŋet gɨnam gɨnam gɨnam
tʰol.gənam 
(before 
rain) 

gɨnam tʰul koməl ɡɨnɑm kətʰul

6 rain pliəŋ ɟaːn haɟaa̤ːn ɟaaː̤ n ɟaːdnn haɟaa̤ːn ɟaːdnn ɟaːn ɟiaaː̤ dnn ɟɑːn ʰɟɑːn

7 night yʊp ᵏᶤnam ᵐᶤlam  ᵐᶤlam ʔmət gənam ᵐᶤlam ᵐᶤlam gɨnam ᵐᶤnɑm
ᵐᶤlɑːm/ 
məmɑt

8 day tʰŋaj ɨɣəːi ɨɣəːi ɨɣəːi kaɣəːe tahaɣəe ɨɣəːe ɨɣəːi jɨŋɣəːi ʰᶤɣəːe hrəi

9 water tɨk ʔjaː ʔjaː ʔjaː ?jaː ʔja ʔja ʔjaː ʔjaː ʔjaː ʔejaː

10 river tonle ʔja kʊɔːŋ ?ja kʊɔːŋ ʔja kʊɔːŋ ?jaːkʊɔːgŋn jaː kɨəŋ ?ja kʊɔːgŋn kʊɔːŋ krɔːŋ

11 sea samot ʔja siːʔ ʔja siːʔ ʔjarsiːʔ ʔja siːʔ jaːsiːʔ ʔja siːʔ ʔjasiːʔ rəsi?

12 earth, soil dəy lʌn kɨnah kᶤlah kᶤnah kənah kɨ õlah lʌn / kənah  kɨnɛh lʌn,kɨnɑh tɨnah/lən

13 stone tmɑː pɔhtəːɔ pɔhtəːɔ pɔh pʰtɔːo ptao mbatou pᵒᵃtəo ptəːɔ boah təːɔ ptow bɔhpətao
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14 sand ksac coah coah coah coah coah coah coah coah

15 mountain pʰnʊm cəɨʔ ceiʔ ci? kɔciʔ kɔʔciʔ ceiʔ ceiʔ ceiʔ cejʔ cɨ?

16
forest/woo
ds

prɨy glaːɛ glaːɛ glaːɛ bat caglaːɛ glaːɛ glaːɛ glɛː

17 tree daəm cʰəː pʰun kijaːo pʰun kijaːo pʰun gijaːo kɨjaːo pʰun kijoː pʰun kijaːo pʰun ciaːo gɨjaːo pon kɨjɑo kɨjaːo

18 branch mɛɛk tʰaːn tʰaːn tʰaːn tʰaːn kijaːo tʰaː kijo tʰaːn kijaːo tʰaːn tʰaːn

19 root (tree) rɨh kʰaː kʰaː ʔakʰaː kʰaː kʰaː kijo kʰaː kʰaː kʰaː khɑː ʔakʰɑː

20 leaf slək laː hlaː hlaː laː laː hlaː hlaː halaː hlɑː hlɑː

21 flower pkaː bɨŋa mɨŋaː bɨŋaː bɨŋaː mbɨŋa bɨŋaː bɨ a̤ŋaː bɨ a̤ŋaː mɨŋia bɨŋɑː

22 fruit pʰlaɛ bɔa̤ bɔa̤ bɔa̤ pɔa̤ mbɔa̤ bɔa̤ bɔa̤ bɔa̤ bɔa̤ bɔaː̤

23 grass smaɯ mədəʔ mɨək ɨɣək ʔmɨək mɨək mʊək mɨək mɨək mɨək rɨk

24
banana 
(fruit)

cɛek təj təːj tɔɛ tɔe tɔe tɔɛ təj təːj təj
mətəːi/mtɑː
i

25 salt ʔɑmbəl ɣaː haɨɣaː ɨɣaː ɨɣaː ɣaː ɨɣaː ɨɣaː haᶤɣɑː hɨɑ haɾɑː

26 rat kɑndol kouːjh koiç koːiç koõːç kʊːç kʊːç koːç təkuːç

27 dog ckaɛ səo sʰəo sʰaːo cʰao ʃəo sʰao sʰau sʰaːo sao ɑsɑːo

28
to bite (v.) 
(dog)

kʰam keʔ kɛʔ kɛʔ kɛʔ keʔ keʔ kɛʔ kɛʔ keʔ kɛʔ

29
pig 
(domestic)

cruːk pua̤j bua̤j ɓʊa̤j pua̤j mbuj bua̤j bua̤j bua̤i bɨ a̤j bəɓua̤j/ʔun

30 milk ʝaːrsəo jaʔsʰao jasʰao jaːʃʰaːo jaːsʃɔː ʔjasʰao ʔjasʰaːo ʔjɑtəsɑːo

31
horn(of 
buffalo)

snaeŋ keː kɛː kɛː keː keːi kaɛː kɛː təkiː/kɛː

32 tail kɑntuy koõu koõŋu koŋuː koõŋuː kuõː koõŋw kuõː ʔɑkuː
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33 feather roːm slaːp bləw bləw bləːo bləːo mbloː bləːw bləw bləːo bləo bləːo

34 to fly hɑh, haə pʌl n pʌl pʌl pʌl pʌl pʌl n pʌl pʌr

35 chicken nuʔ nuʔ nuʔ ʔnuõʔ mənuõʔ nuʔ ʔnuʔ nu? nu? mənuʔ

36 fish trəy kaːnn kaːn kaːn kaːdnn kaːdnn kaːdnn kaːn kaːdnn kɑːn ɑkɑːn

37 snake puəh loaː luaː ʔaluaː luaː loaː luaː luaː luaː alua
ʔɑlɑ/ 
luaː/lɑː

38 louse cay kətəoː kətəw kətɔː kətɔːo kɨtɔː tɔoː keətaoː kətɑːo

39 head kbaːl kəʔ akəʔ kɔʔ kɔʔ kɔʔ kɔʔ kɔʔ kɔʔ kɔ? akɔʔ

40
hair 
(head)

sɑʔ ɓok ɓok ɓok ɓok ɓok ɓok ɓok ɓok bok ɓʊk

41 eye pʰnɛːk taoː̃ pɨtaː mɨtaoː̃ sʰɨtaː pɨtaː taː taː taː pɨtaː mətaoː̃

42 nose crɑmoh ɗoa̤ŋ doa̤ŋ tua̤ŋ dua̤ŋ ndua̤ŋ dua̤ŋ dua̤ŋ ɑɗuŋ

43 ear trɑciəʔ maŋaj maŋaɛ mɨŋɛː mn aːe mɨŋaːɛ mɨŋhaːe mɨŋaːe mɨŋaːɛ mɑŋɑj tɨŋɛːɑ/ɲɛːɑ

44 mouth mɔət baa̤ baa̤ ɓaa̤h baa̤h mbaa̤h baa̤h baa̤h baa̤h bɨ a̤ɑ maŋɓɑh

45 tongue ʔɑndaːt kɨlaa̤ ɟɨlaa̤ ɟɨlah glah ŋkɨlah glah glah ɡlɑa̤h glɑh ɟɨlah

46 tooth tʰməɲ ɣəj ɣəi gəɛ gəːɛ ŋgoa̤e gəa̤ɛ gəɛ ɡəːj ɡəj təgəɛ

47 neck kɑː dək kəːɛ tɨkɔːe kɔːe tɨkɔe kɔːe kɔːe dɔk kɔj (nasal) tɨkɔɑɛ

48
back 
(body 
part)

kʰnɑːŋ ɨɣɔŋ ɨɣɔŋ ɨɣɔŋ ɣɔkŋn ɣɔkŋn ɨɣɔgŋn ɨɣɔŋ ɨɣɔgŋn ɨɡɔŋ rɔŋ

49
abdomen / 
belly

puəh kijaːn ciaːn ɟiaːn ʰnoõŋ ʰnoõŋ ʰnoŋ ciaːn ciaːdnn ciɑːn
toŋ/kɛjɑŋ/t
ɛjɑŋ/hloŋ
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50 heart bɛh dɔoŋ bɨ a̤ɣeəːi daa̤bɔa̤ daa̤ bɔa̤h dɨbɔa̤ taɛ bɔa̤h
dɨbɔa̤/bgəl 
(inside)

taɛ bɔa̤h ta bɔa̤h tɑj pua̤əh hətɑɛbɔh

51 liver tlaəm taɛ hataɛ hataõɛ taːɛ tae taːɛ taɛ hɑtɑɛ

52 intestines puəhwiən puac poŋ pɣəːc pɣɔːc pɣɔːc pwɔːc pʷaːc pʷɔːc pʷɣɔːc puəc ciɑn prɔːɛ?/proːc

53
hand 
(arm)

daj,  prɑʔɑp 
daj ŋaːn dɨŋaːn ŋaːn tɨŋaːn ŋaːn ŋaːn ŋaːn ŋaːn ŋaːn plɑʔtɨŋɑːn

54 fingernail krɑcɑːʔ kəkəːo kəkəo kəkəːo tɨkɔːo tɨkəo lakəːo kɔo kɔːu tkɒo təkəːo

55 foot prɑʔɑp cəːŋ leː leː lɛː lɛː lɛː leː lɛː lɛː lɛː
plɑʔtɑkɑɛ/l
ɛː

56 bone cʔəŋ klaːŋ klaːŋ klaːŋ klaːŋ klaːgŋn klaːgŋn klaːŋ klaːŋ glaːŋ təlɑːŋ

57 flesh/meat sac kəssal kɨdeh sʰaːl ɗɛh kɨdɛh cʰal cʰaːl, kɨdɛh ɲam ɲam
ɑsʰɑːl/kɨdɛː 
ɑsʰɑːl

58 fat (n.) kʰlaɲ muaʔ muaːʔ ?muõaː? ŋwaõʔ ʰŋwaõʔ muaʔ muaʔ weõʔ mᵘaʔ
rɨmuɑʔ/rɨm
ɑʔ

59 skin sbaɛk kɨliːʔ kɨliːʔ kliːʔ kliːʔ kliːʔ kɨli oː̃ ʔ kliːʔ kɨliːʔ kɨli
kliːʔ/ liː? 
Klet

60 blood cʰiəm dɨɣa dɨɣah dɨɣah dɨ a̤gah ⁿdɨgah dɨgah dɨgah dɨɣah dɨɣah dɨlɑh

61 man/male brɑh dahkəj dah kəj dah kəɛ dakəːɛ dakəɛ dakɔɛ dakɔe dɑhrkəi

62
woman/fe
male

sətrəy dakəməj dah kɨməj dah məɛ dɨ a̤gaː namoɛ damɔɛ dahmɨj dɑhkɨməi

63
person / 
human 
being

mənʊh namənuːç mənɨːç mənuõːç naa̤nua̤ːç mənuõːç nənuõːç mnuõːç mᵊnuːi munujç mənuːç
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64 father ʔəwpuk maː maː maoː̃ maː maː maː maː ʔɑmɑː

65 mother mədaːj miʔ miʔ miʔ mi õʔ mi õʔ mi õʔ mi õʔ miʔ miʔ ɑʔmiʔ

66
child 
(one's 
own)

kɔon naoː̃ ʔ naːʔ naoː̃ ʔ naːʔ naʔ naːʔ naoː̃ ʔ naːʔ ʔnaʔ ʔɑnɑːʔ

67 wife prɑpʊn bɨnaːj mɨnaɛ bɨnaːɛ pɨnaːe blaɛ blaoː̃ ɛ bɨnaːɛ bɨnaːɛ pnɑj bɨnɛː

68 name cmuŭəh ʔa nan sʰac ʔənan ɓɔːʔ bɔʔ bɔːʔ ʔnan ʔɑnɑn

69
road 
(path)

pʰləɯ kəlaːn glaːn glaaː̤ n klatnn klaːdnn glaːdnn glaːn ɡlaːdnn ɡlaːn ɟɨlɑːn

70 house pteah saːŋ sʰaːŋ sʰaːŋ cʰaːgŋn cʰaːgŋn cʰaːgŋn cʰaːŋ sʰaːŋ saːŋ sɑːŋ

71 to sew dei ssap set sʰɪt cʰet cʰɪt cʰet cʰet cʰet set sɪt

72 fire pʰləːŋ pʰoj pʰoj pʰoj pʰoi pʰuj pʰoj pʰoj pʰoi pʰoj ɑpʊːj

73 ashes pʰɛh poul n popoːul pouːl pouːl pʰuːl powːl bɔh puːl pouːl puːl həbouː

74 smoke psaɛŋ ssap asʰap sʰap cʰap cʰap cʰap sʰap cʰap sʰɑp ʔɑsɑp

75 arrow pruəɲ ɓɨəm ɓɨəm ɓɨʌm ɓwʌbmn ɓʌbmn bwʌbmn bwʌbmn bwʌbmn bɨəm ɓɨrəm

76 to hear lɨː mm̥ eʔ həwi õ? ʰmɪ? ʰwi õʔ puõhwi õʔ hwi õ ʔʰmi õʔ hmi õ? hmiʔ nmə?/hmɪ?

77
to 
smell/sniff

bao ɓao ɓao ɓaɔ bɔː ɓao ɓao ɓɑo

78 to see eːpboa̤ ɓoa̤ ɓoh ɓɔh ɓoh ɓoh ɓoh ɓoh

79
to weep / 
cry

jʊm hija heõa hejaː hijaː hijaː hijaː hijaː hijaː hijaː hejɑː

80
to eat 
(rice)

nyam [baːj] hwaõʔ səj hwaõʔsəj hwaõʔ hwaʔ hwaʔ hwaʔ hwaʔ hwaʔ bɔŋ (hwɑ)
hɨwɑ?/ɓɑŋ(
food)

81
to drink 
(v.)

pʰək miɲom ɲʊm ʔɲom ʔɲom ʔɲom ʔɲʊm ʔɲum ɲum ɲom məɲom
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82
to vomit 
(v.)

kʔuət
pətah/kəʔəː
ʔ

kuʔuːəʔ təʔɔːʔ ptah ptah ptah pətah kəʔɔː kɨəʔ
pətɑh/ɔːʔ/b
ɾɛʔɔʔ

83
to spit 
(slaiva) 

sdɑh cuh kəcow kəcoh coh coh coᵘh coh coᵘh coᵘh kəcʊh

84 to whistle huəc həːc hɔːc hɔːc hɔːc hɔːt hɔːc hɔːc hɔːc

85
to laugh 
(v.)

saəc klapo klaːo glaːo klaːo kɨlaɔ klaːo klaːo klaːo klau klɑːo

86 to think kɨt pomin khɨt pəmɪn kʰʊːt kʰɨːt ʔmok/kʰɨːt blɔŋ pəmɪn/mɪn

87
to know 
(somethin
g)

dəŋ tʰəoː kan tʰəo tʰao tʰau tʰɔo tʰɔo tʰɔo grʌn tʰao tʰɔo tʰao

88 to count roŭəp ɟəʔ jaːp ʔjaːp ɟəa̤ʔ ⁿɟuʔ ɟəʔ ʔjaːp ?jɑːp

89
afraid (to 
be)

hwiʔ həõwi õ hɔwi õʔ ʰwi õʔ hwi õʔ ʰwi õʔ ʰwi õʔ huwiʔ

90 to sleep dɛek pet pet pʌt pɛt pec pɛt pɛt pɛt pet pɛt

91 to dream yuŭəl sɑp pəj boa̤ pəj boa̤ pɔj ɓoh paɛ ɓoa̤
peə
bɔe ɓɔh

paɛ ɓoa̤ paɛ ɓoa̤ rəpəi

92
to scratch 
(v.)
(person)

ɛh kaːc ɣoj/ kətaːl kwaːc kʰwaːc kaːt kaːc təkwac kwaːc kwaːc kɑːc/kwɑːc

93 to die (v.) slap ʔjai ʔjaɛʔ ʔjae ?jaːɛ jaːe ʔjaːɛ ʔjaɛ ?jaːɛ ?jaːe ʔjɛː

94 to sit ʔɑŋkʊj dəpeːn dəʔdɛa̤l tɔpɛ a̤l dəbɛ aː̤ l ndəbɛːl dəbɛaː̤ l dəʔbɛ aː̤ l bɛ aː̤ l dəbɛːl dəɓɛr

95
to stand 
(v.)

cʰɔː bəʔdəŋ dəʔdɨŋ dɔdɔŋ dɔa̤ʔdɔa̤gŋn ⁿdədɔgŋn dɔdɔa̤gŋn dədɔŋ guŋuːʔ dədɔŋ
təkuːʔ(v)/d
ədəŋ(n)

96
to walk 
(v.)

daə baaː̤ t baaː̤ t baaː̤ t baaː̤ t baaː̤ t baaː̤ t baːt baaː̤ t bɨ a̤ɑːt rɨbɑːt
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97 to come mɔɔk nɛh ɣae ɨɣae ɨɣɛː pɨnaːɛ ɣaɛ ɨɣaɛ ɨɣaɛ rɛː

98
to fall (v, 
prs, off 
cliff)

tʰleəʔ leʔ leʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ lɛʔ
lɛʔtron 
(down)

99
to swim 
(v.)

haɛl ləj ləɛ lɔːɛ lɔːɛ ləɛʔ lɔːɛ lɔːɛ lɔːɛ lɔj lɔːɑɛ/lɔːi

100 to flow hou ɣɔː ɣɔː ɨɣɔː ɨɣɔː ɣɔː ɨɣɔː ɣɔː roː/rɔ

101 to give ʔaɔj bɨ a̤əj bɨ a̤ɣəːɛ bɨ a̤ɣəaː̤ ɛ bɨ a̤ɣəːɛ mbuəːɛ bʊɣəɛ bɨ a̤ɣəːɛ bɨ a̤ɣəːj bɨ a̤əj
bɨrəi = 
pʰɑbɨrəi

102 to tie (v.) cɑːŋ kaʔ kaʔ kaʔ kaʔ kaʔ kaʔ kaʔ ka? kɑʔ ʔɑkɑʔ

103
to rub, 
scrub

dɔh jəl jɨl ?jəl ʔjʊl ʔjol ʔjəl ʔjʊl ?jʊl doh rɨɲɛːt

104
to wash 
(v.) 
(dishes)

liəŋ [caːn] səː ɨɣaːo ɨɣao ɣaw ɣaw ɨɣaw ɨɣaw ɨɣaːo ɨɣaw ɨrɑːʊ

105
to hit (v 
w/ small 
stick)

waj teh tɛh tɛh tɛh tɛh taɛh tɛh tɛh tɛh tɑɛh

106
to split (v. 
wood)

puh blah blah blah blah mblah blah blah blah pʰlɑh blɑh

107
to cut (v.) 
(string)

kat tɨgeʔ kətɨgeʔ tɨgɛʔ tɨgɛʔ tɨgɛʔ tɨgɛʔ tɨgɛʔ tɨgɛ? tɨgɛ?
kʰɑt/cɨkap/
tɨrəiʔ

108 to stab (v.) caʔ kloʔ kləʔ klʌʔ ɟɪŋaʔ kɨlɔʔ kɨlɔʔ kɨlɔ? klə? kləʔ klʌʔ

109
to dig (v.) 
(a hole)

ciːk kələːj kləːj klɔːɛ kʰləːɛ kʰlɔe kʰləːɛ klɔːj klɔːj klɔe klɔːi

110
to burn 
(wood)

cʰɛh bɔŋ ɓɔŋ ɓɔŋ ɓɔkŋn ɓokŋn ɓokŋn ɓəŋ ɓɔkŋn bɒŋ couh
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111
to shoot 
(an arrow)

baɲ plah mɨnah plah pɨnah pənah plaõh pɨnah pənah

112
to hunt 
(for game)

joːluaː juluaː ʔjoluːa ʔjoː ʔjoʔ ʔjoluːa ʔʰjoːpɨnah loaː

113 to kill sɑmlap peəʔjae pəʔjaɛ pəʔjae ʔjaːɛ piʔjaːe pəʔjaɛ ?jaɛ pəʔjɛː

114 to buy tɨɲ bləj bləj bləa̤ɛ bləɛ bləɛ bləɛ bləj bləi

115
to steal 
(thief) 

luəc kleʔ klɛʔ klɛʔ glɛʔ klɛʔ klɛʔ klɛʔ klɛʔ/təb

116
one 
(person)

muəj haɨ ɣaŋ ha ɨɣaŋ haa̤ ɨɣaŋ haa̤ɨɣaŋ hɛa̤ haa̤ ha ha hɑõː dɨɣəj
sɑcoh/ha 
coh

117
two 
(people)

piː tua ɣaŋ dua ɣaŋ dua̤aː ɣaŋ dua̤aː ⁿdua̤aː dua̤a dua̤a dua̤wɑː dɨə? ɡaŋ duɑ coh

118
three 
(people)

bəj kləo kləau klao klao klɔː klaw klaw klao kləɨ klɑo

119
four 
(people)

buən paɨ paʔ paːʔ paːʔ paːʔ paɨʔ paːʔ paːʔ pɑʔ pɑːʔ

120
five 
(persons)

pram ma ʔmaː ?maoː̃ ʔmaː lamaː ʔmaː ʔmaː mᵋaː mɨa rəmɑː

121
hundred 
(persons) 
(100)

muəy rɔɔy naɨtow ha?tow ha toua̤ hatoua̤ː hatuː hatoua̤ hatua̤ː sɑrtoːʊh

122
many 
(people)

craən halo loː loː loː loː loː loː loː loː luː

123
big 
(house)

tʰɔm pɨəŋ haɗʌm pwɔŋ bwɔkŋn poagŋn pwɔkŋn brəŋ dua̤t bɨɣəŋ prɔŋ

124
small (to 
be)

tɔoc nat neõt ʔneõt ʔneõt nameõnʔ ʔneõt ʔneõt ?neõt neõt ʔɑneõt

125
long 
(string) (to 
be)

weːŋ klɔːŋ klɔːŋ glɔŋ glɔːŋ glɔːkŋn glɔːgŋn glɔːŋ ɡlɔːgŋn glɔːŋ glɔŋ
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126
thick (of 
book)

krah paːl kəpaːl kəpaːl kəpaːl ŋkɨbɔl paːl paːl kəpɑːl

127
thin (of 
objects)

sdaəŋ pih pih ləpeç pih pih peç pih rəpiç

128
round (to 
be)

muul ʔwil ʔwil ʔʊɪl ʋɪl ʋɪl n buʋɪl gal ʔʊɪl

129
full 
(container
) (to be)

pəɲ pɔa̤ʔ pɔa̤ʔ bɔa̤ʔ bɔa̤? mbɔʔ bɔa̤ʔ bɔa̤ʔ pʊa̤ʔ bɨ a̤əʔ bɑ?

130 right side
[kʰaːŋ] 
sdam

ʔɣanuaʔ gaʔnuaʔ nuaʔ nuõaʔ nuõaʔ kahnuõa? ganuõaʔ nuõa? kɑ nuɑh gahnuɑʔ

131 left side
[kʰaːŋ] 
cwɛeŋ

ʔɣaʔɲao ʔɲaõo ʔɲaõo ʔɲau ʔɲao kahʔɲao ʔɲao ?jaoː̃ o kɑʔɲao gɑhʔjɑo

132 far (to be) cŋaːj taːh ataːeh taːeh taːɛh taːeh taːɛh taːɛh taːɛh taːih ʔɑtɑːeh

133
near (to 
be)

cɨt ɟɛʔ ɟɛʔ ɟɛʔ ɟɛʔ ⁿɟɛʔ jɛʔ ɟɛʔ ɟɛʔ ɟɛʔ ɟɛʔ

134
this 
(village)

phuum nih naj  naɛ nej pɨ?naɛ naɛ ʔnaɛ ʔnaɛ ɑnɑɛ

135
that 
(buffalo)

krɑbəy nuh nun
nʊn/ pə? 
tɛh (for far)

nʊn pɨtɛ a̤h nun dih dih
ɑnʊn/adih(f
arther)

136 black kmaɯ tam tam tam tapmn tapmn tam tam tabmn tam ɟuːʔ

137 red krɑhɑːm miah bɨjah miah mijah mijah mijah mijah jaː miɑh
mɨreɑh/hɛ
m/brɛ

138
dirty (a 
boy is 
dirty)

kɑkwɑʔ gi oː̃ ʔ nm̥ow?/ gi oː̃ ? nm̥ow? cʰaoː̃ t gi oː̃ ʔ gi oː̃ ʔ cʰaːt don't have sʰat gɨri?/hluːʔ

139
new (to 
be)

tʰməj pʰɣɔo pɔa̤xuɔːw pʰxaːo pʰxɔːo pɨhɨɔː pʰxɔːo pʰxɔːo bɣɔːo pɨəa̤w pʰrɑo/hɑrɑ
o
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140
rotten 
(fruit)

pʊk pua̤ŋuʔ pua̤ŋuʔ buŋuõʔ buõŋuʔ mbuõʔ buõŋuʔ buŋu? kᵊpɔgŋn pʰɔʔ buruʔ/buru
k

141
cold 
(water)

trɑceəʔ əːʔ əːʔ la?əːʔ ʔɔt ʔɔt ʔɔt ʔɔt jɑʔəːʔ ʔəɨʔ ləʔəːt/əːɨʔ/ə
t

142
warm (of 
water)

pɨdaw əʔəːl pɨdaw 
halhal

pɨdaw ələl halhal hɔk pɨdɑː/mdɑː
o

143
sharp 
(knife)

mut həloc həlojʔ hle? hliʔ hliʔ ʰləiʔ ʰliʔ təmɑː/bəŋ

144
heavy (to 
be)

tŋʊn tɨgaʔ atɨgaʔ tɨga? tɨgaʔ tɨgaʔ tɨgaʔ tɨgaʔ tɨga? tʰɨŋɑʔ kɨtrɔːʔ

145
good (to 
be)

lʔɑː     hi õjam hi õjaːm hijaːm hijaːm hijaːm hi õjaõːm hijaːm hijaːm hiɑːm hijɑːm

146
who 
(question)

neŭəʔ naa hɨləːj hɨləːj hɨləːɛ ləl hələːɛ hɨləːɛ hɨlepoː hɨləːɛ

147
what 
(question)

əʔvəy həjat həjət ʔjət ʔjɛt hijɛt ʔjɛt ʔʰjɛt hɑgɛt

148
I 
(familiar)

kʰɲɔm kəo kəo kɔːo kɔːo kɔː kɔo kɔːo kəu kəu kɑo
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149
you/thou 
(2s)

neŭəʔ, look ʔeih ʔi õh ʔeõih ʔih ʔih ʔei õh ʔih ?eih
ʔih/hɑ or 
əŋ 
(informal) 

150
he/she/it 
(3s)

kɔət ɣəʔ nuõː ɲuː haoː̃ haõː ɲoõw ɲuõː ɲoõː ɲoː ɲuː

151
we 
(inclusive)

jəːŋ taː taː taː taː taː taː taː taː taː biŋtɑː

152 they (3p)
kee, puəʔ 
kee ɣaːŋ ɣaːŋ ɨɣʌŋ ɨɣagŋn ɣaːgŋn ɨɣagŋn pɪ a̤ŋgih gi õh gih gɨɲuː
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 8.7 International Phonetic Alphabet (revised to 2005)1

1 This IPA chart was produced by the International Phonetic Association (Department of Theoretical and Applied 
Linguistics, School of English, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki 54124, GREECE)
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